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Serbia is faced with a choice – continuation of
European integration and cooperation with
NATO, as necessary but still insufficient
processes for continued democratization of
society and catching up with the stable and
developed political west; or continuation of
Putinization (Jelena Milić, The New Century
no.4 August-September 2013), which obviously
has support among the Serbian public itself, but
is now accompanied by the naked Russian
interest to “help” us in that process.

This is why it is good for Serbia that at its
December session, the European Council
adopted recommendations to have Serbia open
negotiations with the EU in January 2014. Let us
hope that the same will soon happen with the
signing of the Individual Partnership Action Plan

(IPAP), an agreement between Serbia and NATO
through which relations with NATO would raise
the level of cooperation from the Ministry of
Defense to the Serbian government level.

when it comes to relations with the EU, it is
especially good that the “Negotiating
Framework” adopted by EU ministers clearly
states that normalization of relations between
Belgrade and Prishtina will be included in
Chapter 35, “at an early stage of negotiations”
on membership with Serbia. It also states that
“regulation of relations with Prishtina could be
included in other chapters in duly justified
cases”, and that “Serbia must ensure that its
attitude towards kosovo does not create
barriers or influence Serbia’s implementation of
the EU acquis”. That “Serbia will, as part of its

* The title Sad Stream is a game of words from the Serbian title for the pipeline - “Južni tok“ where upon replacing
the first letter of the pipeline’s title it is spelled „Tužni tok“, which translates to „Sad Stream“.

“Traveling towards the EU is like buying a ticket for the Titanic. On the other
hand, one cannot join the EU without joining NATO. NATO is the key for
joining the EU. For now it is like this. You cannot be pregnant a little. If you
are pregnant, then you are pregnant. This is not written anywhere in public
documents, but it is how it happens in practice. And the opinion of some
politicians that you can join the EU without joining NATO is very much naive.
Just look at the absurd that we reach. Serbia which has been linked to Russia
for thousands of year, and we never went to war against each other, never
found ourselves in opposing camps, might now find ourselves in completely
opposing camps. I believe that every responsible politician must understand
that joining NATO is not a simple move and that he will be held responsible
for it before God. Our common history and life is all God-given. We are one
orthodox brotherhood. We cannot betray that orthodox brotherhood and
have them bring us to pieces. There are two US bases in Bulgaria now. And
in line with the rules of the Army Chief of Staff, our rockets are aimed at those
bases. Just in case.”

Leonid Reshetnikov,

Director of the Russian Institute for Strategic Studies  (RISI)

Jelena Milić

Jelena Milić, CEAS Director

SAD STREAm*
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efforts to comply with the acquis – the laws and
regulations of the Union, specifically ensure that
adopted laws, and their geographical ratios,  do
not work against normalization of relations with
kosovo, is also pointed out. The conclusions of
the meeting of EU foreign ministers make it
clear that “the Council of Ministers will continue
to closely monitor Serbia’s further efforts “for
visible and lasting progress in normalization
with kosovo”, with each side continuing its own
way and not hindering each other’s’ path
towards the EU. In this new phase of relations
with the European Union, Serbia must “pay
particular attention to rule of law, especially
judicial reform and fight against corruption and
organized crime, public administration reform,
independence of key institution, media
freedom, further improvement of business
conditions and the economy”. (B92, 17. 12.
2013.)

It would be good to have Serbian and EU
officials interpret the conclusions in the same
way from the very start. One gets the
impression that the British-german non paper
is to a great extent well-woven into the
conclusions, which is good for Serbia in the
long-term, primarily given the fact that the
Brussels Agreement itself is written in a way
which leaves a lot of space for arbitrary
interpretation. 

The same Summit also discussed the future of
the EU Common Security and Defense Policy.
The Summit in November already adopted a
rather extensive set of conclusions in which,
among other, the EU is called upon to take more
responsibility in guaranteeing security; and for
the CSDP to have a strong role in the
comprehensive approach of the EU to crisis
management; but also that more cooperation
between Member States is needed. The focus is
also placed on improving the situation in the
defense industry, with the reminder that this
industry fosters economic growth, innovation
and provides jobs. (EU Security and Defence
news, issue #76, December 2013)

Significantly less was written in the Serbian
media on this part of the Summits work,
compared to the famous date of the
Intergovernmental Conference, despite the fact

that Serbia, in the process of enhancing
cooperation and fulfilling the expectations of
the EU which relate to the EU CSDP, did a lot in
this field in the past period. Or maybe it is
precisely because of this, that is, because of the
Russians, so little is said on this publicly. 

The Republic of Serbia signed two important
agreements in the field of security and defense
policy with the EU already in 2011:

1."Agreement between the Republic of
Serbia and the EU, which establishes a
framework for the participation of the Republic
of Serbia in EU operations for crisis
management" and

2."Agreement between the Republic of
Serbia and the EU on security procedures for
exchanging and protecting classified
information". (Ministarstvo spoljnih poslova
Republike Srbije, 4. 12. 2013.)

The mentioned agreements were a prerequisite
for participation of Serbian soldiers and police
officers in international missions led by the EU,
whose number and profile is steadily increasing,
which is a multifaceted benefit for Serbia. The
Serbian Ministry of Foreign Affairs also points
out that the establishment of trust through
exchange of classified information with the EU,
and the creation of a basis for participation in
EU operations, is important in the sense of
building a new partnership with the EU in the
field of security and defense.

However, it seems that the Russian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, but also other centers where
Russian foreign policy is articulated and
implemented, whose representatives in Serbia
are growing in numbers, primarily the Russian
Institute for Strategic Research RISI, have their
own view on these agreements as well as on
Serbia’s convergence to the primarily to the EU,
and not NATO. And there is a growing number
of channels for dissemination of these, such as
the newly-established Internet portal FAkTI,
with unclear ownership structures. 

One gets the impression that the pre-existing
portals promoting more intensive cooperation
between Serbia and Russia, such as Pravda and
Nova srpska politička misao, became more
active over the past couple of months. They
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regularly, in synergy, publish articles from FAkTI,
and other sources, now on a daily basis, which
was previously not the case for a long time. It is
similar when it comes to daily newspapers such
as the Politika daily and Večernje novosti and
the weekly magazine Novi Standard. You can
now read in Politika how NATO reminds of the
Third Reich (Politika, 14. 12. 2013).
Unfortunately, the quality of arguments often
put forward in support of intensification of
Russian-Serbian relations is not always
adequate. They do not even shy away from
confuting facts such as those related to the
volume of trade between Serbia and Russia,
especially in comparison with the volume of
trade with the EU (Jelena Milić, Blic blog, 14. 12.
2013.). Facts on the weaknesses of the Russian
economy, which even Russian officials no longer
hide, are being refused as well. Especially
interesting is the one promoted by the first man
of the portal FAkTI, a former correspondent
from Moscow Djuro Bilbija, that Serbia should
establish relations with Russia similar to those
that Israel has with the USA. Bilbija oversees the
“trivial” $118 billion which the USA, in the form
of official grants, gave to Israel since the Second
world war (Jeremy M. Sharp, U.S. Foreign Aid
to Israel, 11.4.2013.). 

The majority of the newly-established and
resurrected internet portals published a very
informative interview with the RISI Director
general- Lieutenant Colonel Leonid
Reshetnikov, which was recently published, as
FAkTI and NSPM say, an influential Moscow
newspaper Stoletije. Reshetnikov who was,
prior to his arrival at the Institute, Head of the
Institute of Information and Analytical
Administration of the Foreign Intelligence
Service of the Russian Federation, in the
mentioned interview, among other, compares
RISI with the American RAND Corporation
(NSPM, 16. 10. 2013.)

Reshetnikov became better known to the
Serbian public when, during the summer, at the
Faculty of Philosophy of the Belgrade University,
whose pro-Russian infrastructure the Center for
Russian Studies also recently resurrected,
assessed that “Serbia has a choice – you are
either on the Titanic or on our boat. Our boat
may survive, but the Titanic will surely sink!”
(Novi Standard, 11. 6. 2013.). The Titanic is, by

the way, the EU and the political west in
general. He gained Serbian glory in fall, when he
directly accused the Serbian Minister of Energy,
Zorana Mihajlović, for the sabotage of the South
Stream. (RTV, 6. 11. 2013.)

Somewhat at the same time when Reshetnikov
compared the EU with the Titanic, the formally
quieter Secretary of the Security Council of the
Russian Federation Nikolai Patrushev, one of the
most important and closes associates of Russian
President Vladimir Putin was on a visit to Serbia
(Akter, 23. 6. 2013.). Prior to his arrival to the
position of “Chief of all Russian secret services”,
he headed the famous Russian Federal Security
Service. The focus of the meeting that
Patrushev had with Serbian high officials was
cooperation in the field of security and defense.
That topic was also one of the main points of
the Agreement on strategic partnership
between Russia and Serbia finally signed prior
to his visit. Official sources report that the
possibility of exchange of security information
in the fight against terrorism and organized
crime was also discussed during the visit, as well
as plans for further joint projects and
investments in the defense industry.

One gets the impression that precisely since
that visit, which passed quite quietly among the
Serbian public, having in mind Patrushev’s
influence, as well as how often, when and
where he travels, as well as what happens in
those countries afterwards, a wave of naked
Russian pressure on Serbia began. That too, is
also good for Serbia in the long-term because
Serbian-Russian relations finally began to be
seriously debated among the Serbian and
international public, but only if Serbia continues
the process of European integration and
cooperation with NATO. 

The wave, whose sea foam – the position of
Srbijgas Director Dušan Bajatović and his
discussions with Minister of Energy Zorana
Mihajlović, which culminated with a denial of
the Ministry that gazprom signed off $50
million of debt  (Blic online, 17. 12. 2013.),
followed by undiplomatic statements of Shoygu
and Russian Ambassador to Serbia Alexander
Chepurin which were extensively written on
(Jelena Milić, Less is also more than the “30
pieces of silver” mister Chepurin, it is a pity that

http://ceas-serbia.org/root/index.php/en/prenosimo/1691-less-is-also-more-than-the-30-pieces-of-silver-mister-chepurin-it-is-a-pity-that-you-do-not-understand
http://ceas-serbia.org/root/index.php/en/prenosimo/1691-less-is-also-more-than-the-30-pieces-of-silver-mister-chepurin-it-is-a-pity-that-you-do-not-understand
http://www.blic.rs/Vesti/Ekonomija/428077/Ministarstvo-energetike-demantuje-Bajatovica-Gasprom-nam-nije-oprostio-50-miliona-dolara-duga
http://www.akter.co.rs/weekly/34-bezbednost/43995-rusija-se-vra-a-na-balkan.html
http://www.rtv.rs/sr_lat/politika/resetnjikov-ministarka-sabotira-sporazum_435480.html
http://www.standard.rs/leonid-resetnjikov-ili-ce-srbija-na-titanik-eu-ili-sa-putinovom-rusijom.html
http://www.nspm.rs/hronika/leonid-resetnjikov-rusija-je-globalna-alternativa-svet-nema-politicara-kao-sto-je-putin.html?alphabet=l
https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/mideast/RL33222.pdf
https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/mideast/RL33222.pdf
http://www.eeas.europa.eu/csdp/documents/pdf/e-newsletter_dec2013.pdf
http://www.politika.rs/pogledi/Miroslav-Lazanski/Opkoljavanje-Rusije.lt.html
http://www.standard.rs/niita-bondarjev-rusija-nema-potrebu-za-mekom-silom-u-srbiji.html
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you do not understand, 17.10.2013.), resulted
in the signing of two Russian-Serbian
Agreements.

The first one, the Agreement in the field of
defense between Russian and Serbia was signed
by the Serbian and Russian Defense Ministers,
Nebojša Rodić and Sergey Shoygu, during
Shoygu’s rather spectacular visit to Belgrade in
mid-November. The Serbian Deputy Prime
Minister Aleksandar Vučić obviously had an
exceptionally difficult task of defending the
policy of Serbian military neutrality from
Russian expectations. “Serbia will not join NATO,
but neither will it join the Organization of the
Collective Security Treaty which is under the
umbrella of Moscow. Her goal is to be militarily
neutral country”, Vučić stressed at the time. 

The influential Večernje novosti evaluated the
signing of the agreement as “After a dull decade
and a half, this Agreement defines the relations
of armed forces of these two countries on an
entirely new basis. Although it is an umbrella
agreement, based on which further military
agreements will be negotiated, already now, its
first results will be cooperation in the field of
aviation, air defense and ground troops.
Indications of a stronger partnership are joint
exercises, but participation of armored units of
the Serbian Armed Forces has also been
announced at the tank competition which is to
be held next year in Russia. Building stronger
relations between the Serbian Armed Forces
and the Armed Forces of Russia is envisioned as
well. (Večernje novosti, 13. 11. 2013.)

Although some military analysts presented this
agreement as relatively generalized and less
important (Radio Slobodna Evropa, 13. 11.
2013.), they should certainly pay attention to it,
as well as to future activities in intensifying
military cooperation between Serbia and Russia,
on time. 

The second agreement, also uncomfortably
non-transparent, is the Agreement on
construction of the South Stream through
Serbia, which was followed by an unusually fast
commencement of operations on it (Večernje
Novosti, 24. 11. 2013.) 

Serbia and the Russian Federation actually
signed three contracts on the South Stream – a

protocol on the loan, a contract on transport
and a contract on carrying out activities of
public interest. It appears that there is no
consensus on the legal content of any of the
three mentioned contracts. whether Russia
banned Serbia for crediting its part of
investment in the South Stream from the
European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) remains an open question,
as well as whether the gas connection at Niš is
built using grants from the European Fund for
Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA). Similar is the
situation regarding the agreements Russia
signed with EU Member States, through which
the South Stream is supposed to pass, and their
harmony with EU policies, primarily the
framework of the famous (Energy Community
of South-East Europe, 19. 12. 2013.) 

Based on a series of interpretations of Russian
Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev, on the
primacy of individual agreements and European
legislation, the only thing that could be
concluded is that even the Russians themselves
are not sure in the stability of the mentioned
contracts, and that the route of the pipeline
through Serbia is gaining importance precisely
because of this. In Heller’s famous book “Catch
22” there is a part when and American soldier
and a skilled smuggler explains how he buys
eggs at 18 cents, sells them for 16, and earns 4
cents for each egg. Here is what Medvedev says
on the relation of the mentioned contracts:
“From an international law point, EU laws
represent national legislation, and
intergovernmental agreements between Russia
and EU Member States are regulated by
international law. In international law, and law
as a whole, there is a principle of primacy of
international law over national legislation.” 

Regardless of how much the pro-Russian lobby
in Serbia tried to explain how Russia is doing
Serbia a favor with having the pipeline go
through us, perhaps even ambiguously through
us, and not Romania, it seems that there is
another reason behind this decision. In this way
the pipeline does not pass EU Member States’
territory exclusively, which would probably
strengthen the position of the EU in the ever
more obvious dispute with Russia, on the legal
foundations of the South Stream. EU officials

http://www.energy-community.org/portal/page/portal/ENC_HOME/MEMBERS
http://www.energy-community.org/portal/page/portal/ENC_HOME/MEMBERS
http://www.novosti.rs/vesti/naslovna/ekonomija/aktuelno.239.html:465214-Nikolic-Srbija-zemlja-buducnosti-Juzni-tok-dokaz
http://www.novosti.rs/vesti/naslovna/ekonomija/aktuelno.239.html:465214-Nikolic-Srbija-zemlja-buducnosti-Juzni-tok-dokaz
http://www.slobodnaevropa.org/content/stojadinovic-vojni-sporazum-srbije-i-rusije-ima-politicku-simboliku/25166808.html
http://www.novosti.rs/vesti/naslovna/politika/aktuelno.289.html:463460-Vucic-rekao-Sojguu-Ne-idemo-u-NATO-ni-u-ruski-blok
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have only recently started publicly speaking
about the conundrums associated with the
project. Both the Russian and the EU position,
as well as the entire confusion and timing of
when this question if finally opened leave a
saddening and worrying impression. Deputy
Director general for the Internal Energy Market
at the European Commission, klaus Dieter
Borhart, stated only in mid-December at a
conference on the South Stream that the
bilateral contracts which the Russian gazprom
concluded with states involved in the South
Stream project, among which is Serbia as well,
are contrary to EU regulations and that they
need to be renegotiated (B92, 10. 12. 2013.), to
which the EU Member States to which this
applies agreed. On the other hand, Bajatović is
adamant that there will be no renegotiations
(Tanjug, 5. 12. 2013.). Nevertheless, the position
of the EU was reiterated by the European
Commissioner for Energy, günther Oettinger,
who stated "Serbia is a member of our energy
community and must accept our market rules.
Serbia's accession negotiations with the EU,
which should start at the same time as the EU-
Russia negotiations on the revision of the
contracts are two linked and parallel processes.
Next month in Moscow I will meet with the
Russian Minister of Energy Alexander Novak in
order to start nagotiations on the revision of
bilateral agreements in accordance with the
mandate I was given by the Member States.
There will no longer be a bilateral".(Blic online,
19.12.2013.).

News that officials from the region of the
western Balkans signed a Memorandum of
Understanding between Azerbaijan, Albania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and
Montenegro on cooperation in the project
consortium Shah Deniz on the initiation of
construction of the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline
(TAP), which will supply the south of Europe
with gas from the Caspian Sea lakes, have been
almost entirely suppressed in Serbia  (Al Jazeera
Balkans, 17. 12. 2013.) For some reason, it will
turn out that this also has to do with the
systemic Russian-Serbian deception of the
public about the scale, importance and
conditions under which Serbia agreed to the
construction of the South Stream, as well as

about the costs of energy in world markets (Blic
online, 19.12.2013.).

The signing was also welcomed by the European
Commission. On the day when everyone in
Serbia was waiting to hear what Brussels will say
on when and how negotiations between Serbia
and the EU will commence, no one in Serbia,
intentionally or not, paid attention to this
statement of the European Commission on the
matter (Europa press releases database, 17. 12.
2013.). The Politika daily reports that the
documents signed in Baku encompassed
investment decisions related to the project Shah
Deniz, as well as the Trans Anatolian Pipeline
(TANAP) and the Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP).
Total value of these projects is $35 million. The
European Commission announced that in the
long run, the decision on the project could
ensure 20 per cent of Europe’s gas needs. 

The Shah Deniz is expected to deliver 16 billion
cubic meters of gas to Europe by 2019, including
six billion to Turkey. By exporting 150 billion
cubic meters, gazprom covers a quarter of
Europe’s gas needs. As a reaction to Europe’s
intention to acquire gas supplies from the
Caucasus, gazprom initiated a $39 billion
project South Stream, which will deliver gas to
northern Italy by 2015, going under the Black
Sea. “Pipelines Shah Deniz and the Southern
Corridor will not only change the energy map,
but will also enable consumers in Europe direct
access to gas resources from Azerbaijan for the
first time”, said Bob Dudley, one of the
managers of British Petroleum at the ceremony.
TANAP will be built from the Turkish-georgian
border to Turkey’s border with Europe, with the
preliminary price of $20 billion (Politika, 18. 12.
2013.) 

For Serbia, which is currently in a media black
hole from which, just as from the Russian
embrace, it must urgently escape if it wants
recovery, this is perhaps most important in
terms of Russians and the world: “European
buyers are fighting to find alternatives to the
Russian gas giant gazprom, whose contracts are
tied to the price of oil, which often makes is
more costly compared to spot markets.” In
short, the rest of the world ties the price of gas
to gas, which is more readily available and
cheaper (Politika, 18. 12. 2013.).
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The American Foreign Affairs (Foreign Affairs,
17. 12. 2013.) sees the signing of the
Memorandum a lesson for the EU that when it
tries for something hard enough, it can achieve
extraordinary results, which the signing of the
mentioned agreement in fact is. It is suggested
that in the same way it refused to give up on
Caspian gas, the EU should neither give up on
its influence in former states of the former
Soviet Union. Hardly anything is said on the
Balkans. The USA is, on the other hand,
criticized for focusing nearly all of its attention
on Iran, instead of keeping it on the post-Soviet
Eurasia as well. Russian missiles Iskander M (SS
26 STONE, NATO classification) deployed first in
kaliningrad, followed by deployment in the
southern Russian army district, seem to have
finally returned greater US interest in all of
Europe, along with that related to the trade
agreement with the EU, which was also
systemically ignored in the Serbian public, and
the construction of the missile shield (Večernje
novosti, 17. 12. 2013.). 

Let’s remind ourselves that at last year’s NATO
Summit in Chicago, NATO Secretary-general
Anders Fogh Rasmussen announced that NATO
plans to establish a complete “anti-missile
umbrella” over Europe by 2022.  NATO’s so-
called “European shield” involves deployment
of the most advanced US anti-missile systems
Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD),
also including the most sophisticated mobile
radar observation system with X -band over
horizon 3D effect - AN/TPY-2 (E-novine, 17. 12.
2013.). The Russians did not like this one single
bit, and when the chance arose to slowly
establish communication between the west
and Iran, they showed that very explicitly.

Serbia, as the abovementioned, superficially
follows the saddening developments in Ukraine,
which has also balanced and traded between

Russia and the EU for long, reducing everything
to short-term economic benefit, ignoring the
transformative effects of European integration.
In Serbia, no one has officially publicly
commented on the brutality of the Ukrainian
authorities against the protesters, or on the
systemic reduction of the number of protesters
in kiev in pro-Russian press. The Ukrainian
opposition requests the details of the
agreement with Russia, that is, to hear what
Ukraine gave in return. In Serbia there is no
opposition. The American POLITICO concludes
that Putin just bought himself an entire state
(Politico, 17. 12. 2013.). Maybe the question is
whether Ukraine is the first one at all, and
certainly the question is whether it will be the
last one that Putin puts under his own rule in
this manner.

Serbia does not even superficially follow
another saddening story, that of a paralyzing
political crisis and the Putinization of Bulgaria
(Javor Siderov, The New Century no.4, August-
September), even though it is a member of the
EU and NATO in which Russians are very much
present. And it should. Just as the EU and NATO
should follow it more carefully. 

It remains to be seen how all of the above will
affect negotiations between Serbia and the EU.
It seems that it is precisely this new phase of
relations between Serbia and the EU, already
previously expected to commence at the end of
2013 or beginning of 2014, that was the main
target of the Russian wave of naked pressure
from which we have not yet managed to pull
out of, and not Serbia’s eventual membership in
NATO, which is far-fetching anyway. Official
Belgrade, it seems, is still trying to balance
between the EU and Russia, which is very
dangerous and must end soon, if we wish for
Serbia to move forward, which also means
choosing full EU integration. The fact that
dissemination of poor and inaccurate
arguments in debates on the future of Serbian-
Russian relations can be interpreted as a sign of
weakness as well, should not have us deceived.
A weak and still value-confused Serbia can be
seduced even by weak Russia, and the formal
processes of cooperation with the EU and NATO
can easily become a dead letter.
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CEAS: Tell us a little more about the role of the
NATO Contact Point Embassy.

Ján Varšo: The NATO as a political-military,
regional and intergovernmental body, is
currently consisting of 28 member countries. An
additional 22 countries participate in NATO's 
Partnership for Peace program and we call them
partnership countries. Serbia is one of them. In
every partnership country, the Embassy of one
member state acts as so called NATO Contact
Point Embassy (NATO CPE). As the name
suggest, the Embassy in question is during its
two years mandate a point of contact (a linking
link) between the particular country and NATO.
The Embassy of the Slovak Republic in Belgrade
has assumed its NATO CPE duties as of 1st
January 2013. In line with CPE mandate and in
co-operation with all relevant partners - NATO’s
Public Diplomacy Division, NATO’s Military
Liaison Office in Belgrade, Serbian government,
Civil Society, etc. - we fulfill our tasks and
responsibilities. Our ambition from the very
beginning is to be an added value in fostering
an awareness of NATO in the country while
respecting a principle of military neutrality of

Serbia and the framework of its cooperation
with the Alliance through the PfP Program.

CEAS: how much have the processes of NATO
and EU integration aided Slovakia in reforming
its security system?

Ján Varšo: It is important to stress that Slovakia
didn´t reform her security system just because
of NATO or EU integration. It was a pure
necessity because of inheritance from the
former totalitarian regime. Just an example: old
federal Czecho-Slovak army fielded around
200.000 troops during the Cold war time, which
became an unbearable burden for our economy
after the fall of Berlin wall. In order to avoid
ruining the economy with defense spending and
at the same time to assure the security of the
State, we had to think about how to create
much smaller and cost-effective armed forces
and feel secured.

The integration processes to the EU and NATO
which are rather complementary, we utilized for
building the security system from scratch.  we
have established a civilian control over the
armed forces, distributed tasks and
responsibilities among the ministries. we have
significantly reduced the number of our forces
(today just 14 000 troops), abolished
compulsory military service and built a
professional army. Our soldiers got more and
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more involved within the operations abroad
under the auspices of the UN, EU and NATO.
During the process, the NATO provided us with
experiences and know-how how to do the
reform. Thanks to the cooperation and later
membership in the Alliance we had an access to
lessons learned from the reforms of ones of the
most effective armies globally which also helped
us to avoid mistakes. Above all however lays
security guarantees under the washington
Treaty. It is a most important gain. Today our
security sector is cost-effective and we may feel
fully secured in this turbulent global world. 

CEAS: The next European Council in December
will discuss in more detail the EU Common
Security and Defense Policy. what do you
expect from this Summit?

Ján Varšo: Today's changing world calls for
Europe to take on a greater role in ensuring
international peace and security. The EU should
be able to better respond to crises and to
deploy the right capabilities quickly and
effectively. After 5 years from the last European
Council devoted to the CSDP issues, in
December we will have the opportunity to take
stock of progress and provide further guidance
for the CSDP development in three main areas
(clusters). Building up the defense capabilities is
about aligning military and civilian capabilities
with the needs of the future. At the same time,
current financial constraints make it more
urgent for European states to cooperate closely
and systematically to plug the capability gaps,
for instance through considering the "pooling
and sharing" of assets right from the start in
national planning. we strongly believe that
regional initiatives and projects offer an
effective way to mitigate capability shortfalls
efficiently and to avoid overlaps. The joint V4 EU
Battlegroup to be on stand-by in the first half of
2016 is our most specific contribution to the
further enhancement of the EU’s rapid reaction
capacities. The European Council will be also
about developing a more integrated and
competitive industrial base for the European
defense industry, for example through a well-
functioning defense market and research and
development. It is also about jobs, innovation
and growth - the European defense industry
employs about 400 000 people and generates
up to 960 000 indirect jobs as well as numerous

innovations. 

CEAS: Do you believe there is a greater space
for implementing continued security sector
reform in Serbia through the process of
comprehending the EU Common Security and
Defense Policy and fulfilling obligations
towards it?

Ján Varšo: Security sector reform is a
continuous process which is underway also in
consolidated members of NATO and the EU. It
is simply matter of adapting your security
system to new needs and challenges. I believe
that the EU, as well as NATO, has a lot to offer
to Serbia in her security sector reform process
in terms of experience and lessons learned.

CEAS: Slovakia is both member of the EU and
NATO. what is the formal institutional
cooperation like between these two
organizations, and are there any problems in
the field? For example, between states who
are members of NATO, but are not EU member
States?

Ján Varšo: As I’ve already implied, for us, the EU
and NATO represent key organizations to
guarantee our own security from which
prosperity derives. we strongly support
cooperation of these two organizations in all
areas and at all levels. From our point of view,
keeping the transatlantic ties strong does not
contradict the effort to strengthen the European
security and defense capabilities. Today the EU
and NATO enjoy a multifaceted relationship
characterized by a highly overlapping
membership, a similar historical background,
shared values and a broad commonality of
interests. The EU and NATO hold joint meetings
that take place at different levels. There are
regular staff contacts at all levels between
NATO’s International Staff and International
Military Staff, and their respective EU
interlocutors – European External Action
Service, EU Military Staff, European Defense
Agency and European Parliament.

CEAS: Can the expected IPAP be seen as a
means of support for continued security sector
reform in Serbia?

Ján Varšo: It is important to understand that
IPAP is just a tool for a modification of NATO -
Serbia cooperation and implementation of
defense reforms. At the same time, it is a two-



way street tool. The dynamics of cooperation is
driven by Serbia whereas NATO stands ready to
assist. Simply put, within the IPAP platform,
Serbia defines its homework and NATO is a
helping hand. If Serbia is not active enough,
NATO will not be able to act accordingly and
fulfill its part.

CEAS: Slovakia is one of five EU members
States that have not formally recognized
kosovo. Is Serbia coordinating its moves in
relation to non-recognizers adequately?
Through the Agreement on Stabilization and
Accession with kosovo, the EU has “spent”
formal stimuli for the kosovo Government and
society who are still facing a great number of
challenges, starting with corruption, for
example. Can we expect to see potential future
recognitions serving as an incentive? 

Ján Varšo: Slovakia hasn’t recognized
unilaterally declared independence of kosovo
(UDI) and our position remains unchanged.
Nevertheless, we do support the European
integration of the whole western Balkans region
which we perceive as a foundation for stability,
security and prosperity. Each and every step
undertaken towards this goal is appreciated and
supported. The Belgrade - Pristina dialogue is
crucial in this process and agreements reached
within these direct talks are acknowledged and
fully supported by all members of international
community regardless to their position to UDI. 

CEAS: This year I attended GLOBSEC in
Bratislava. how did one such, relatively small

state, in terms of population, manage to
establish such a strong diplomatic core and
such a respectable annual event on the global
level, attended by individual such as Brzezinski.
Tell us the secret, because we intend to
establish the Belgrade NATO week on the
calendar of similar relevant events

Ján Varšo: I remember the startup of gLOBal
SECurity or the gLOBSEC as a gathering of few
representatives of the governmental and non-
governmental sectors. The first conference took
place 8 years ago at the premises of Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. Today, the venue is Hotel
kempinski, the most prominent hotel in
Bratislava, and guests are presidents, prime
ministers, key analysts, businessmen, journalists
and great individuals like Mr. Brzezinski. There
are several features behind the success of
gLOBSEC. without any doubt the combination
of enthusiasm and drive of young people with
experience, knowledge and contacts, played a
significant role. good timing and a need to fulfil
a geographical niche also contributed - gLOBSEC
has evolved an event of today’s format at the
time when Slovakia has become the success-
story in terms of reformation and there wasn’t
any similar security conference in the region at
the time. Most important however has been a
continuous support of the Slovak government
and relevant ministries who have been aware of
an opportunity such a conference brings along,
i.e. gathering the decision makers who build
foreign and security policy. 
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JSince June, when the Council of Ministers
approved and the European Council affirmed
the start of accession negotiations, there is a
debate in the Serbian public on this, certainly
most significant, phase of European integration
on the road to full membership. Although in the
begining, in the heat of political debate,
attention was unfairly focused on debates
whether we were given a date or not, with the
comencement of the first screenings it became
obvious that serious work has begun.

As a whole, the process of European integration
presents a process of adopting the values and
standards to which one state or society
voluntarily accesses. Accession negotiations are
undoubtedly an integration phase out of which
the most is expected. Its commencement is
bounded by the begining of radical, systemic
changes in society and the state, and its ending
by signing the Agreement on EU Membership
and accession to full membership.

Serbia has so far moved slowly through the

process of European integration, mainly due to
the political agenda, fraught by the
consequences of military conflicts in the
nineties – the problem of cooperation with the
Hague Tribunal, complicated relations and split
with Montenegro, kosovo’s unilateral
declaration of independence, as well as lack of
social consensus on the necessity to modernize
the state through the process of European
integration. 

Since the end of 2000 when, following
democratic changed, Serbia established
relations with the European Union, as part of
the Federative Republic of Yugoslavia, until
September 1, 2013, when with the entry of the
Stabilisation and Association Agreement into
force, when it became, as an independent state,
an associate member, it has passed through
several phases of development of relations with
the European Union.

Upon obtaining the Feasiblity Study, is bagen
negotiations in 2005, as member of the State
Union of Serbia and Montenegro, andalready
the following year, in 2006, following
Montenegro’s independence, it continued the
process independently. Less than two years
later, in February 2008, with kosovo’s
declaration of independence, Serbia will face
secession in its won territory, and the political
imlications of this of this development will
burden its relations with the European Union
and its Member States to date.

Almost simultaneously, the process of
approximation to the Union will be slowed also
by the manner of cooperation with the Hague
Tribnual, which is often, and not without
reason, characterised as insufficient. It was

Sanja Mešanović

SERBIA ON ThE ROAD TO FULL EU mEmBERShIP –
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precisely insufficient cooperation that posed as
a good enough reason to susped the
Stabilisation and Association Agreement
between May 2006 and September 2007. Only
with the arrest of the last two fugitives, Ratko
Mladić and goran Hadžić, in the second half of
2010, has Serbia managed to remove the Hague
obstacle from its European road. Cooperation
with the Tribunal is now carried out at a
technical level.

However, soon the problem of kosovo emerged
as the main political problem in Serbia’s
progress towards membership in the European
Union. The concept of two separate tracks,
based on which, at one time, the relationship
between the European Commission and the
Serbian government related to the problem of
kosovo and European integration relied upon,
proved to be unsustainable. Due to the
circumstances in the European Union and
disagreement between Member States
themselves, as well as due to the need for
permanently satbilizing the region of the
western Balkans, normalization of relations
between Belgrade and Prishtina became a
necessary prerequisite. 

This time too, the conditionality of the process
of integration slowed down Serbia’s progress on
the European road. The Council responded to
the positive recommendation of the European
Commission in October 2011, to grant Serba
candidate status based on the request
submitted in December 2010, by postponing
the decision until March 2012. The decision on
opening negotiations followed after a visible
and sustained progress in normalising relations
with kosovo, in June 2013. 

The visible and sustained progress was the
signing of the First Agreement in April this year,
which regulates the normalization of relations,
and which was supplemented by a plan of
implementation in May. It was preceeded by a
series of technical agreements pertaining to the
cadastre, registries, freedom of movement,
regional inclusion and integrated management
of administrative crossings. An agreement in the
field of energy and communications was
reached in September.

As the technial preparations and activities
related to the comencement of negotiations are
heating up, as the next step, Serbia is awaiting
adoption of the Negotiation Framework and
determination of the date for holding the
intergovernmental conference, at the Summit
in December 2013. A positive decision will
depend on the assessment of the European
Commssion’s reform agenda, recently published
in the Progress Report, as well as on
implementation of what was agreed when it
comes to normalization of relations with
kosovo. Based on the Council conclusions from
June, we can look forward to the date of the
intergovernmental conference immediately
after the European Council affirms the decision
of the Council of Ministers on the adoption of
the Negotiation Framework, although today it
seems more probable that everything will take
place at the end of January 2014.

In the meantime, the screening process for
three chapters has begun – 23 Judiciary and
Fundamental Rights, 24 – Justice, Freedom and
Security, and 32 – Financial Control. The
screening mechanism, or the analitical review
of legislation, encompasess explanatory and
bilateral screening. Explanatory screening is a
process through which the European
Commission presents the EU acquis to
representatives of the candidate state, while
within bilateral screening, the candidate state
presents the state of its own legislation and
lelvel of reforms and harmonization with the EU
acquis within the specific chapter. Based on the
information gathered in the screening process,
the European Commission prepares a report
which recommends immediate opening of
negotiation for the given chapter, or determines
the criteria to be met in order to have the
chapter opened. 

Already quite complex now, the process of
negotiations has changed through the course of
history of enlargement, especially since the
time of the so-called big bang, when ten states,
mainly from Central and Eastern Europe, most
belonging to the Eastern Block, went through
the process of accession to the Union. The
conditions to be met in order for a state to
become a Member were clearly established
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then, known as the 1992 Copenhagen and 1994
Madrid Criteria. These important decisions were
followed by a reform document Agenda 2000,
published with the aim of strenghtening the
enlargmenet policy and preparing the European
Union for enlargement to Central and Eastern
Europe, Malta and Cyprus.  Then there is also
the recommendation of the European
Commission at the Nice Summit in 2000 on
formulating the Roadmap, that is, a calendar of
opening negotiations on each of the acquis
chapters for each of the states. Then, the
Roadmap envisioned opnening of less complex
issues at the begining, a practiced that will be
revised during the process of enlargmenet in
the western Balkans. 

The principles of enlargement in the western
Balkans were defined by the European Union
within the framework of the document titled
Enlargement Strategy 2005: Roadmap for the
western Balkans. The strategy contains three
basic principles on which future EU
enlargement is based:

• consolidation of the EU following the last

wave of enlargement

• the policy of conditionality for membership

candidates based on assessment of individual

results in the accession process

• communication with citizens

The abovementioned principles (Consolidation,
Conditionality, Communication) aimed at
consolidating the EU after the biggest
enlargement wave, to harmonize future
admissions of new members with the dynamic
of achieved results of each state engeged in the
process of EU accession individually, but also in
line with the capabilities of the Union to accept
new members (the so-called absorption
capacity). Simultaneously, Member States were
recommended to improve communication with
citizens in order to preventgrowth of scepticism
towards further enlargement. 

The European Commission pointed out that
when it comes to membership criteria
fulfilment, it will be more thorough and strict in
the future, emphasizing the possibility to have
the negotiation process suspended in the event

that commitments are not carried out in the
right way. It is clear that the Strategy established
new standards when it comes to the next
enlargement, but that it has also secured
concensus among Member States when it
comes to further Union enlargement. Today,
many claim that with Croatia’s accession, as the
first state from the western Balkans, an era of
individual accessions begins, with rigorous
control and assessment of the candidate’s state
results in the process of accession. 

The process of European Union enlargement to
encompass Croatia, despite the use of criteria
for opening and closing chaters, which
represents a new concept of negotiation
technique, brought a new concept of
approaching chapters as well. In fact,
experience showed that working through the
chapters from less complex to complex chapters
is not an entirely meaningful and effective
method. Thus, the succeeding membership
candidate states, Montenegro, and then Serbia,
started their negotiations with a screening of
the most complex chapters, 23 and 24. The
reasonf for changing the way in which
negotiation chapters are approached was the
assessment that reforms in the field of basic
rights, judiciary and internal affairs take the
most time, but also the fact reforms in these
fields pose as the basis of funcitonality and
efficiency of a modern society and a modern
state. Additionally, a principle based on which
progress in these two chapters will condition
the progress of negotiations in other chapters
was also established. 

For a candidate state, membership negotiations
represent reaching a moving goal, that is, target.
The scope of what constitutes the acquis
communautaire is constantly changing.
Therefore, during the first enlargement cycles,
candidate states has before themselves a small
number of the aquis which were to be adopted
and which were not, in the begining, grouped
into chapters. Since the nineties, when the
European Union acquis were organized into 29
negotiation chapters, the number has grown to
31, and today it equals to 35. The added
chapters are mainly fields which have been
communitarized in the meantime. 
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Today Serbia is negotiating on 35 chapters,
according to the established principle of a new
approach to chapters 23 and 24. However, the
specificity of our neogitiations in presented by
Chpater 35. This chapter, previously marked as
miscelanious, is now adapted to Serbia’s
negotiation process and the needs of
monitoring the process of normalization of
relations between Belgrade and Prishtina. As
this is new both for the European Union as well
as us, the technical form of this chapter is still
unclear. Serbia has no influence over this
matter, as well as over the contents of the
negotiation framework, but our position is
publicly known to be that the process of
European integration and the process of
normalization should be supportive of each
other, and not block each other, as well as that
all issues related to kosovo, and form part of
other chapters, should fidn their place in
Chpater 35. The final decision will come in
December, but the practical implications of this
unique newliness, in our case, will bcome visible
only once negotiations begin. 

Negotiations with the European Union are not
a classical form of negotiations. In fact. These
negotiation can be defined as an agreement
between two sides on the pace and manner of
acceptance of common law by the candidate
state, determination of the candidate state’s
contribution to the common budget, scope of
engagement in EU bodies, and definition of
funds from the Cohesion and Structural Funds
and other forms of assistance. Furthermore, an
important part of the negotiations is
determination of the number, lenght and nature
of exception and transition prediods. A
transitional period can be requested by the
candidate state but also by the European Union
if it sees fit. It is important to highlight that
requests for transitional periods need to be well
argumented. 

Onece negotiations begin a serious debate
opens within the candidate state iteself. Prior to
delivering a candidate state’s negotiation
position to Brussles, it must be precisely
determined what will be wrtitten in this
document. In practice this means that in the
process of forming negotiation positions, wide

consultations with various actors in the state are
needed, in order to come up with the best
possible result and consensus. First of all, this
includes the government and the Parliament,
followed by the Central Bank, business
associations, various professional associetions,
non-governmental organizations and many
others with interest in specific chapters engaged
in the negotiations. 

The process of coordinating accession
negotiation takes places through a specially
designed institutional framework. At the top is
the Coordinating Body for the EU Accession
Process, at the level of State Secretaries an
Expert group of the Coordinating Body is
formed. In accordance with the number of
chapters, 35 inter-ministerial sub-groups of the
Expert group are formed as well.  

The Coordinating Body for the process of EU
accession reviews all matters related to
European integration and coordinates the work
of the state administration. It is headed by the
Prime Minister, and members of this body
consist of ministers in whose departments lay
the majority of the negotiation process
obligations. These include ministers of foriegn
and internal affairs, the economy, trade,
agriculture, environmental protection, energy
and infrastructure. The Expert group is a body
is in charge of horizontal coordination of the
technical process of accession, while the largest,
essential part of preparations related to the
process of negotiation takes place in sub-
groups. It shoud be highlighted that the Office
for European Integration and the Mission of the
Republic of Serbia to the EU also represent
important links in the chain of coordination. 

In the course of negotiations, talks at the
political level, within the framework of the
Intergovernmental Conference, are led by the
State Delegation for negotiations with the EU;
while at the technical level these are led by the
Negotiating Team. The composition of these
two bodies is not publicly completely known
yet. 

The position of the National Parliament of the
Republic of Serbia is determined by its
legislative function, through the work of the



Parliamentary Committee for European
Integration and adoption of laws in the plenum.
However, it also has the obligation to, in the
name of Serbian citizens, excert active oversight
of the negotiation process led by the
government. 

Note that the parliaments of our neighbours,
Slovenia and Croatia, whose experiences are
valuable for us, played an important role in the
process of EU accession. The Slovenian
Parliament had jurisdiction in adopting
negotiation positions, while the National
Committee of the Croatian Parliament
monitored and evaluated the course of
accession negotiations, and gave opinions and
guidelines on prepared negotiation positions.
The National Committee was quite a specific
body, consisting of representatives of all
political parties in Parliament, representatives
of the President’s Cabonet, but also
representatives of the civil society, which was
supposed to ensure transparency of the entire
process. The Committee had a veto right which
it never used. The National Council for European
Integration in Montenegro was established with
the same intention, but the Montenegrin model
tried to go one step further in transparency of
the process. In March 2008 the Parliament
established the National Council for European
Integration (Nacionalni savjet za evropske
integracije - NSEI) as a strategic advisory body,
with wide participation of the civil society,
government, judiciary and the opposition. The
difference lays in the fact that in the case of the
National Committee in Croatia, only those who
were also members of the Parliament had the
rights to vote. The role of the National
Parliament of the Republic of Serbia will be
defined by the Resolution on the Role of the
NPRS in the Process of EU Integration, which is
expected to be adopted by the end of the year.

In addition to the government and Parliament,
the place and role of civil society organizations
is the third important link in the internal
organization of the negotiation process. Above
all, civil society representatives are members of
the Council for European Integration, where
they, together with government
representatives, bring strategic

recommendations on the process of European
integration. This body symbolizes the necessary
social consensus on the European future of the
state. At the operative and technical level, the
basis for including the public in the process is
the government’s decision on formation of the
Coordinating Body for the EU Accession Process
which enables, if needed, the Chairman of the
Coordinating Body, as well as presidents of the
negotiation groups, to include other institutions
or organmizations. 

For the time being, within the framework of
activities that the government is taking up, live
trasnmission of the screening in Brussels for all
three chapters was organized through the Office
for Cooperation with Civil Society, and it was
agreed to have civil society organizations
engaged in the process of preparations for
bilateral screening for Chaptet 23. Agreement
and coordination for other sub-groups is yet to
be reached, and expectations are not small, as
an active role  in the process is expected by
social partners (syndicates and employers), the
Bar Association and Chamber of Commerce,
and many other actors. The new Resolution on
the Role of the National Parliament will also
emphasize the importance of cooperation with
CSOs. what is for now certain is that their role
in the process will be consultative. The
organization of civil society into coalitions
coalitions to monitor the process independently
from government bodies, give
recommendations, inform the public and secure
preecne of European themes in public life will
also be of paramount importance. 

Therefore, the negotiations must have three key
components in order to be successful. One is
political, the other diplomatic and the third
technical. The extent of political will within the
state itself, to have the process carried out
successfully is important, as well as how
prepared it the diplomatic core to send clear
and uniform messages to European institutions,
governments of Member States and the entire
European public, as how capable is the
administration to secure functioning of the state
within the framework of the common economic
market in the negotiation process.
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At the end of the negotiations, the candidate
state signs the Treaty of Accession which
undergoes a process of ratification, and the
citizens of the prospective member vote on
membership in a referendum. The referendum
and its outcome represent the end of one,
primarily transparent process of modernization
and Europeanization, and the date of entry into
full membership is a confirmation of the success
of reforms. It is not irrelevant when Serbia will
reach the goal. Our political elite wants this to
be in 2020, but it is equally important to have
the Serbian citizens feel better off, start
believing in the state and its institutions, but
also take upon themselves part of the
responsibilities and obligations which implies a
change of them themselves. In this process, the
state changes into an effective service for
citizens, the society into a society of equal
oppoortunities, and the citizens into active
citizens and competitive professionals. 

we are waiting to make one more step towards
full membership in December. The negotiating
team, as well as the entire society, is faced with
one of the most serious and most fundamental
tasks we have ever had – to utilize all available
resources wisely and efficiently in order to turn
Serbia into a modern European state. 
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what is Eurobarometer and why is
public opinion survey important?

Slightly over ten years have passed since the
first public opinion survey has been conducted
inquiring about attitutudes of Serbian citizens
toward the European Union (EU). Since May
2002, when the first survey was commissioned
by the then Ministry of Foreign Economic
Relations until July 2013, when the Serbian
European Integration Office commissioned the
most recent survey, attitudes of citizens of
Serbia toward the EU accession have
significantly changed. From initial Euro-
enthusiasm and optimism, through sobering, till
Euro-skepticism and finally, in the last couple of
years, as suggested by the latest surveys, even
anti-Europeanism. The surveys are conducted
twice a year on average, mostly in December
and June.

In March 2012 Serbia obtained a status of a
candidate country for membership in the EU
(Conclusions of the European Council of
February 28, 2012 28.2.2012). In addition to
formal recognition to Serbia for making progress
in implementation of reforms, it has also

opened the door for a watershed in European
Union accession as such – obtaining a date for
beginning of negotiations and opening of
chapters. The essence of negotiations on
accession is actually approximation of national
legislation with the EU acquis communautaire,
which must be carried out before a candidate
country can become a full member.

In addition to obtaining the status of a
candidate for membership in the EU, Serbia has
also entered the EU system of public opinion
surveys, the so-called Euro barometer, which
has been carried out by the European
Commission every six months since 1973. Euro
barometer represents a unique publication – an
analysis of attitudes of citizens of EU member
states and candidate countries. It is an analysis
which presently encompasses 33 states, namely
28 EU member states and 5 candidate
countries, including Serbia. 

The Euro barometer results began to assume
additional significance with the termination of
the conflict between East and west. This has left
the EU with the problem of how to build new
mutual relations with countries which have

Tibor Moldvai

The text analyzes the results of public opinion survey by the
Eurobarometer i.e. the extent of the polarization in the EU. It
explains how and why results have changed in the past couple of
years and how the trust in EU institutions has alternated. It singles
out the most important social cleavages in the EU and how they
change over time, as well as how political institutions are invested
with legitimacy by the citizens. Finally, it delineates trends toward
strengthening of extreme right-wing parties as one of the possible
responses to the crisis and how the EU slowly abandons the
Copenhagen criteria for accession, primarily by making political
decisions on the basis of which a country makes advances on its
path toward the EU.

Tibor Moldvai, project coordinator
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formerly found themselves under the Iron
Curtain (weidenfeld and wessels 2004: 339).
There is a great public interest in Euro
barometer results because the more integrated
the EU is, it rouses the greater public interest.
The leaders at both national and European level
inhabit a new strategic environment in which
EU-related activities are strictly limited by
voters’ preferences. Therefore it is of essential
importance for understanding further
integration to understand the way in which the
citizens’ preferences on European integration
are formed (Hix 2007: 149).

The previous Euro barometer results have
shown that the EU is still divided into „the
west,“ made up of the EU member states until
2004 i.e. those in front of the Iron Curtain and
„the East,“ namely the new EU member states
which joined in 2004. It resembles a division still
made by some analysts between western and
Eastern germany, primarily along socio-
economic lines of division, which have not fully
faded away even 20 years after the fall of the
Berlin wall. 

Already in the first years of transition on the
basis of Euro barometer results it was clear that
an assumption that former Socialist countries of
Central and Eastern Europe would soon follow
linear and regular path of adoption of a liberal
concept of state and market trodden by old
member states turned out to be wrong. Former
Socialist countries have faced a number of
obstacles, having inherited different historical
and cultural heritage, so it was difficult to
expect from them to accept democratic values,
capitalism and western culture for such a short
period of time (Radoman 2011: 9). According to
Claus Offe, the process of transition in Eastern
European states has implied at least triple
transition which these states had to face
simultaneously and within a very short time. It
was necessary to solve the question of national-
state identity given that all three federations
(Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia)
have disintegrated along ethnic lines; it was
necessary to create a clear constitutional and
legal framework for a new political system; and
finally, it was necessary to solve the burning
economic and social questions. It took the

western states several decades to tread this
same path. If to this we add pronounced
ethnicization of politics, it is clear that behavior
of most actors was under the influence of the
ethnic element.

Taking into account the results of Euro
barometer survey, one cannot help but pose the
logical question which has been unthinkable
until two decades ago, namely what is the final
shape of the united Europe? How far can it go
and who belongs to it (Busek 2007: 7)? Turkey?
Ukraine and Belarus? Caucasian states? what
about Norway where two times a referendum
was held in which the preference against
Norway’s membership in the EU won with a
slight margin against the preference to join the
EU (Norway mission to the EU)? )? Taking into
account that citizens in most cities in Norway
had cast a majority vote in favor of the EU, the
question is posed whether something would
change in the future? The depth of future
cleavages in the sui generis case such as the EU
can only be surmised; a large number of
individuals will have divergent preferences,
which will inevitably lead to additional and
crucial cleavages which must be analyzed in
order to suggest practical policies. The first step
would be to explain these cleavages.

Cleavages and divergent attitudes of 
social groups in the European Union

If we were to apply the Lipset-Rokkan approach
to political cleavages, which assumes that most
important social cleavages are the product of a
(specific) historical development in those
societies and cleavages that have emerged
during epochal changes (Spasojevic 2008: 226)
(the process of building of nations and states),
we would come to the conclusion that two main
cleavages can be identified: 

• National - territorial

• Transnational - socioeconomic (Hix 2007:

149)

A combination of common territory, historical
myths, culture and national economy creates a
mighty force which produces individual
commitment to a national state (Smith 1991:

http://www.eu-norway.org/eu/History/
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14). Such national-territorial conflicts arise
when individuals from different states rally
behind different sides i.e. when one group
primarily on the basis of its common ethnicity,
customs and culture tries to obtain something
to the detriment of another group (Hix 2007:
150). 

The transnational-socioeconomic cleavage,
although less visible at the first glance, has
recently gained in importance. with
globalization, leveling of markets and fair and
equal conditions existing within the EU market,
certain groups of people in one national state
may have several common interests with a
group thousands miles away, with no ethnic,
religious, cultural, linguistic or other common
traits. Pure pragmatism is at work. Typical
examples are consumer protection groups or
industrialists’ lobby groups. 

These ideas explain why different countries and
social groups have different interests in
European Union politics, but they do not explain
how these attitudes change over time (Hix
2007: 150). There was a widespread conviction
that some attitudes remain entrenched because
they are associated with some deep cleavage
which is determined by birth or socialization in
a particular environment. For example, religious
affiliation and commitment to a certain religion
are associated with an attitude of an individual
toward observance of human rights. The
belonging to a social class might affect
allocation of resources in society, tax rates and
an entire set of economic rights. Such attitudes
will consequently be very slow to change or will
not change at all (Lipset and Lakin 2006: 105). 

The theories on attitudinal change have found
an important place in EU public opinion surveys.
David Easton’s theory about „affective“ and
„utilitarian“ support to political institutions
seems the most appropriate for explaining this
phenomenon (Hix 2007: 150). 

The affective support represents ideological i.e.
per se allegiance, while utilitarian support is
characterized by a conviction that an institution
has to embody some economic or political
interests of individuals. These two types of
support complement rather than exclude one

another, that is, we may say that affective
support is necessary like a spark helping a
candle to get lit, but that utilitarian support is
there, like wax, to sustain the flame. It means
that in the long run, legitimate government
cannot survive without economic progress.

If a citizen maintains that an institution works in
accordance with citizens’ interests, the level of
support will rise. However, history has shown
that both globally and locally in Serbia there are
various examples of distinction between
legitimacy and legality of government, whereby
legitimacy is assigned more weight. 

Thus Lipset defines legitimate government as
„the state of a moderate conflict.“ The groups
may be in mutual conflict, but inasmuch as they
consider that values of the political system
overlap with their values, they will accept the
political system as legitimate. This is where
advantage of liberal democracy lies: the system
allows social and political conflicts to be openly
expressed (Malesevic 2004: 164). The state is
there to be a night watchman and to be limited
to implementation of laws, delineating clear
procedures and rules of the game and to
imposition of sanctions for breaching them. It is
necessary for a system to enable freedom of
choice, because an individual in his or her life is
a member of several dozen social groups. For
example, it is impossible to be just a woman.
There is always additional social positioning in
terms of ethnic belonging, marital status, age,
profession etc (Nash 2006: 179). It also implies
value systems acquired or altered within these
positions as well as choices an individual faces
at everyday level. 

The ideal of liberal democracy in its relationship
towards citizens was described by British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher:

‘’We want a society where citizens are free to
make choices, to make mistakes, to be generous
and compassionate. This is what we mean by a
moral society; not a society where the state is
responsible for everything, and no one is
responsible for the state ’’ (TPPN, August  04,
2013).

At the EU macro level, the key factor explaining
alternations in citizen attitudes over time is the

http://www.tpnn.com/the-25-margaret-thatcher-quotes-that-crush-obama-and-the-left/


length of a country’s membership in the EU.
Namely, the feeling of exclusivity shared by
founding member states in the second half of
the 20th century and the countries which joined
soon afterwards has created a small but strong
sense of togetherness and trust (Hix 2007: 154).
Thus in some „old“ member states there is a
fear that such exclusivity will disappear and that
many states were simply not ready to accede
the EU in 2004, 2007 and 2013 respectively.
Thus it was for good reasons that Eastern
enlargement has not been on the western
agenda. The only exception is german
unification in 1990. In the mid 1990s, the EU’s
„Eastern policy“ was based on an assumption
that promise of accession and assessment of
the states’ progress on the case-by-case basis
will provide sufficient incentive to initiation of
reforms, approximation of legislation and
adjustment, that states will „pull“ one another,
copying good practice examples and that
Eastern enlargement will only be possible in the
case of a few states. Even though this plan has
failed and the EU has changed its attitude under
political pressure, which was practically an
insult for main creators of the Copenhagen
criteria (European forum), ), this has
nevertheless enabled the EU to successfully
grapple with problems of Central and Eastern
Europe and prevent possible Balkanization of
Eastern Europe (especially in terms of a conflict
between Hungary and Slovakia). Even though
there were initiatives coming from some EU
member states to admit all western Balkan
countries simultaneously to the EU (B92,
October 13, 2009), it is becoming clear that
each of these states will have to tread its own
path toward the EU.

Euro barometer – an analysis of results

As a candidate country, Serbia has thus entered
the sample for the six-month surveys of the EU
and candidate countries’ public opinion, the so-
called Euro barometer, along with other 32
countries. The attitudes of Serbian citizens have
so far been analyzed in three Euro barometer
surveys the results of which are presented in
publications 77, 78 and 79. After initial
problems with data gathering and methodology,

this year’s Progress Report by the European
Commission praised the provision of data by
Serbia to the Euro stat, as it has been
significantly increased. However, issues
concerning classification of strategic regions and
register remain major problems, primarily
because it is necessary to clarify territorial scope
of Serbia. It is interesting that the report
stresses that this cannot be done by means of a
technical expertise, but that it requires a
political decision (Serbia 2013 Progress Report). 

Already at the first glance, Euro barometer no.
79, the most recent publication, shows that
there are significant differences between
„North“ and „South“ of Europe. Asked: „How
satisfied are you by the life you lead?“ 98% of
Islanders, 96% of Danish and 96% of Swedes
said they „very satisfied“ or „somewhat
satisfied.“ On the other hand, the bottom of the
table is occupied by states from southern
Europe, Portugal with 33% and Bulgaria with
34%, while only slightly above is Serbia with
35% of those who said they were very or
somewhat satisfied by the life they lead. Serbia
thus occupies an unfavorable 31st place out of
33 countries encompassed by the analysis. 

However, citizens of Serbia see their life in the
next 12 months rather optimistically. In this
regard, we are even above the EU average (29%,
while the EU average is 23%). The results have
shown that citizens of candidate countries
perceive their life with greater optimism than
those in member states themselves.
Montenegrins come first along with citizens of
Island with 47% of those who think their life
would be better the next year, leaving behind

The percent of citizens saying 
they were satisfied with the life they lead

Source: Eurobarometer no. 79
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the greatest pessimists, namely citizens of
Portugal with 10%  and citizens of Cyprus and
greece with 11%. 

The fact that Montenegro began negotiations
with the EU on June 29, 2012 may be important
to understand high level of optimism which
citizens of Montenegro have expressed in the
Euro barometer. The reforms which states are
expected to carry out before finally entering the
EU, primarily Balkan countries, are viewed by a
great number of citizens as a way to truly
change society for the better, regardless
whether a citizen is for or against the EU
membership. The survey conducted by the
Serbian European Integration Office in
December 2012 has shown that exactly two
thirds of citizens are interested in reforms
necessary to enter the EU, motivated primarily
by the concern to create a better Serbia,
irrespective of Serbia’s envisaged integration
into the EU. 

However, for citizens of Serbia, reforms and
values promoted by the EU are primarily those
associated with the economy and better living
standard, while non-material values such as
peace, democracy, cultural diversity are much
lower on the list of benefits provided by EU
accession. But it is important to warn that
economic improvement only comes after
acceptance of values of democracy, rule of law,
constitutional state and observance of human
rights, because no company will invest money
and open new jobs in an environment which is
not safe for their capital. 

This can also be explained by the fact that in
Serbia there is still no full transition to what is
termed post-industrial, information or
postmodern society. There are still no changes
in the needs of citizens from more basic,
material ones, towards post material needs. It
actually means that given that an average
citizen of Serbia has not met his or her basic
needs (food, drink, utility services...), all other
issues of post-materialism, such as
environmental, cultural or educational issues,
are still very low on the list of priorities of
citizens of Serbia compared to relatively high
place occupied by them on the list of priorities
of citizens of Sweden, Denmark or germany.

The first dark-blue column represents the main
concerns which, in the opinion of citizens, are
facing Serbia, while the light-blue column
represents citizen’s attitudes regarding their
main personal concerns. It can be seen that for

The most frequent values associated
with the EU for citizens of Serbia

The main concerns presently facing Serbia – dark blue
The main personal concerns facing citizens of Serbia–

light blue 
Source: Eurobarometer no. 79

The most frequent values associated with
the EU for citizens of Serbia

Source: Euro barometer no. 79 

The percent of citizens saying their life will 
be better in the next 12 months than it is now

Source: Eurobarometer no. 79
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citizens stability of prices is the main concern,
as well as the household debt, rather than
unemployment, which they regard as one of the
state’s main concerns. The concern about the
healthcare system is twice as important for
citizens personally as for the state, in their
opinion. It can be explained by the fact that
citizens have personal concern for their health,
as well as fear and struggle for existence. 

In terms of main concerns the state should
focus on, citizens maintain that the state is most
responsible for economic situation in general
(53%) and that it should solve the
unemployment problem (50%). The citizens still
adopt the frame of mind characteristic of
Socialist times, when the state had regulated
economic relations rather than the market;
public sector jobs continue to be perceived as
more attractive than private sector ones.
According to data gathered by the Vecernje
Novosti daily, Serbia as a state acts as an
employer of at least 310,000 people working in
its state administration, social services and
healthcare and education systems.  If to this
army we add the number of those working in
public enterprises, the state appears to be a
direct employer of at least 450,000 people.
However, this might not be the end because this
list could be expanded to include another
100,000 people working in various agencies and
other independent institutions the appointment
of who eventually depends on the government
of the Republic of Serbia.  

Expressed in numbers, almost every third
employee is hired by the state – in one way or
another. In EU countries, the share of state
employees is significantly lower, making no
more than 20 percent of total number of
employees (Večernje novosti, January 28, 2012). 

given the crisis facing most EU member states
as well as candidate countries, results are
expectedly not very rosy. Namely, 0% of citizens
in as much as 13 out of 33 countries has failed
to describe the state of their national
economies as „very good.“ One ought not to be
surprised by the fact that the most satisfied by
the state of their national economy are citizens
of Turkey, 13% of which assess the state of their

economy as „very good,“ leaving germans and
the Swedes behind with 9%. Serbia found itself
among another 12 states in a group of those
who have not given the state of their economies
the passing grade. Turkish levels of gDP growth
in 2010 and 2011 were over 8%, while on the
other hand, levels of growth of most states
covered by the survey were not even above zero
or were no more than one or two percent
(world bank). 

Along with attitudes regarding EU economy, the
survey has shown that citizens in states outside
the EU (or those who have acceded most
recently) have a much better opinion on the
state of the EU economy than citizens of the
„old“ member states. Thus out of 7 states in
which citizens have most trust in EU economy,
4 are candidate countries and 2 are the EU’s
most recent entrants that acceded in 2007.
Taking into account the information which
citizens of these countries have given about the
state of their national economies, it becomes
clear why they harbor great hopes in the EU.
Thus as much as 14% of Macedonians have a
very positive opinion on EU economy, which
might be more telling about the state of their
national economy. It is very disturbing that
among the first six states which have the worst
opinion on EU economy are those that have
been EU members for over a decade or even the
founding members. 

Thus 88% of Italians maintain that the state of
EU economy is very or rather bad, along with
87% of Portuguese and 86% of Swedes. It is
interesting that citizens of Sweden largely
maintain that their economy is in much better

The percentage of people who are very satisfied with
the state of the economy in their own country

Source: Eurobarometer no. 79
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shape than the EU economy (80% as opposed
to merely 13%). 

This is further confirmed by the distinction the
citizens make regarding the state of their
national economies and the EU economy.
Namely, asked „Do you regard the economic
situation in your country generally better or
worse than the EU average,“ it is precisely the
Swedes who in 93% of cases maintain that their
national economy is better than the general EU
economy, the second come the Danish with
92% and expectedly the germans come third
with 86%. The germans and the Swedes also
top the table of those who think that their
national economy is in much better shape than
the EU economy (31% and 27%), leaving
Luxembourg far behind with 17% of those who
think the same.  

On the other hand, states which bear the
greatest burden of the economic crisis and
radical public spending cuts such as citizens of
greece, expectedly, but also of Bulgaria, are the
least likely to think that their economy is in
better shape than the EU economy. Slightly
above them on this table is Portugal with 4%.
This shows that citizens are very aware of
problems facing their country. Despite criticism
leveled by germany against other EU member
states, primarily greece, and despite criticisms
concerning budgetary distribution, an average
german citizen, along with citizens of Sweden
and Denmark, is very well aware that he or she
lives better than an average EU citizen, and that
their economies are more stable than most
others in the EU. This indicator might be quite
significant in the future in the light of possible
initiatives to create a sort of a Europe of „two
speeds“ or two kinds of Europe along the lines

of what previous French president Nicolas
Sarkozy had in mind when talking about „a EU
federal core“ comprising 17 Euro zone members
and „a confederal outer rim“ comprising other
ten (now eleven) members. This would create a
sort of a mini-EU within the EU (RTS, November
15, 2011). A similar attitude was expressed by
german Foreign Minister who said that
„everyone would be invited to be included, but
there would be a possibility to make a
difference, namely to create a menu of talks
which would enable states to choose intensity
and speed of adoption of reforms“ (Euractiv,
November 15, 2011).

After election victory in September 2013,
german Chancellor Angela Merkel said that she
would not change her policy toward southern
Europe traumatized by debts, public spending
cuts and depression (both economic and
psychological). Speaking about results of
germany, which managed to reduce its public
spending per unit of work and advance its
competitiveness, she simply said: „Others can
also do what we have already done“ (Pescanik,
November 05, 2013).

Taking into account that the greatest number of
citizens personally feels the consequences of
the financial crisis, three questions posed within
the Euro barometer survey depict the effect of
the crisis on employers, consumers, families and
finally individuals. The respondents were asked
to assess: 1. the situation at work, 2. the
financial situation of their households and 3. the
employment at the national level.

The citizens of three Scandinavian countries,
Denmark, Sweden and Island, are least
concerned about their jobs, with over one half

The percent of citizens who think that their national
economies are in better shape than the EU economy

Source: Eurobarometer no. 79

The percent of citizens who are very satisfied
with the state of the EU economy

Source: Eurobarometer no. 79
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of those who are not concerned that they would
lose their jobs and are satisfied with their jobs,
while, according to the survey, those who are
most concerned about their jobs are citizens of
greece, Portugal as well as Serbia, Bulgaria and
Hungary. 

The national-level employment is perceived by
citizens slightly differently. The first place is
occupied by citizens of germany who maintain
that situation regarding national-level
employment is good. As much as 60% of
germans are satisfied with employment
situation. The citizens of Austria and Malta
come second with 56%. Only 5% of citizens of
Serbia stress that they are satisfied with the
national-level employment in Serbia, but this is
better than, for example, greece where there is
only 1% of those who are satisfied with the
national-level employment, even Serbia’s close
neighbors Slovenia and Croatia with 2% and
even France with 3%. 

Preferences + institutions = outcomes

The above sample of ten most important tables
within Euro barometer public opinion survey
shows that there are indeed significant
differences among European societies. At the
first glance, there is a positive correlation
between degree of a society’s development,
trust in institutions and satisfaction of citizens.
In all survey tables top places are occupied by
Scandinavian countries (Sweden, Island,
Denmark or Finland), germany or the
Netherlands. The bottom of the table is usually
occupied by Portugal, Cyprus or Balkan
countries. greek economy has lost 25% of its
gDP, youth unemployment exceeds 70% and
the country’s public debt has reached 175% of
its gDP. In greece social poverty and political
extremism are inevitable (Pescanik, October 5,
2013). 

why is it so? It could be concluded that in
northern European societies there is greater
satisfaction with the state because institutions
of those states are more successful. People
believe in institutions because they are effective
and successful (Markovic 2012: 190). The other
conclusion suggested by this analysis is that
citizens invest a blind trust in an institution due
to initial assumption that institution would work
in accordance with preferences of political
participants i.e. that an institution in which
there is trust would work in accordance with
aspirations of citizens in order to justify that
trust. Thus politics becomes a permanent
process that can be explained by a simple
equation:

preferences + institutions = outcomes

The percent of citizens who perceive the situation
regarding national-level employment as good

Source: Eurobarometer no. 79

The percent of citizens who assess financial 
situation of their household as good

Source: Eurobarometer no. 79

The percent of citizens who are very satisfied 
with the situation at work

Source: Eurobarometer no. 79
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Similarly to a typical equation:
• If preferences change, outcomes
will change too, even if institutions re-
main unchanged.
• If preferences remain un-
changed, but institutions change, the
outcomes will nevertheless change (Hix
2007: 190). 

The preferences of citizens in entire Europe
have drastically changed with breaking out of
global financial crisis in 2008. The participants
now choose actions in order to fully maximize
their preferences and consequently outcomes,
most often at the expense of others in society.
In the last couple of years we witness
accelerated growth of extreme right-wing
parties, some of which are a part of ruling
coalitions. Even though they are diverse in
terms of their attitudes concerning fiscal and
social order, majority of them are primarily
Euro-skeptic, xenophobic and strong opponent
of immigration. The extreme right-wing parties
owe their popularity partly to a sort of protest
against the ruling authorities. The citizens vote
for such parties in order to vote against rather
than vote for something. The unemployed and
the marginalized seek a scapegoat to accuse for
failures and minority groups such as Roma,
religious minorities or homosexuals are ideal for
this. The programs of extreme right-wing parties
provide citizens with solutions for their fears
(The guardian, September 24, 2010). what they
would like to say aloud, but might not be
politically correct, they can express in the
private act of casting a secret vote. A similar
situation has been observed by public opinion
survey takers in Serbia. The greatest mistake in
surveys has always occurred concerning
extreme right-wing parties, because in face-to-
face encounters with survey takers, citizens are
embarrassed to say that they are going to vote
for such parties. They themselves know that
what they are doing is wrong, but in secrecy of
the four walls they don’t have a problem with
it.

Even in Scandinavian countries or the
Netherlands, the parties which advocate
banning of Quran, imposing taxes for wearing
of a traditional Muslim headscarf, revoking of

citizenship to citizens of Muslim religion and
more stringent conditions for immigration have
been winning up to 15.5% of votes. In 2011 such
a party came third in the Dutch parliament. In
Sweden, a party of Swedish Democrats with the
slogan „keep Sweden Swedish“ advocates
dismantling of the Schengen Agreement and
introducing border controls. However, it is
interesting that even though it is a right-wing
party, it does not advocate dismantling of the
Swedish welfare state. In 2010 the party won
5.7% of votes. The Danish People’s Party has
managed to make Danish immigration laws
among the most stringent in Europe. It has also
managed to re-introduce border controls when
Denmark, breaching the Schengen Agreement,
introduced temporary citizens’ checks.
However, this party also does not advocate
dismantling of the welfare state, supporting
primarily the healthcare system. Finally, a Finish
party called „The True Finns“ opposes abortion
and homosexuality. Their proposed solution for
low birth rates in Finland is to make women
drop out of school and study less in order to be
more committed to having children and taking
care of them. They are the third strongest party
in the Finnish parliament (Business Insider, July
11, 2011). 

That such ideas increasingly gain in importance
should not come as a surprise. Out of pure
pragmatism, European officials keep their eyes
closed and easily let go of European values,
maintaining that the EU is primarily about
economic integration. Thus in Hungary laws
have been adopted which verge on racist ones
(Novi magazin, October 1, 2013) or those which
limit the areas of jurisdiction of the
Constitutional Court, as one of the last outposts
against the self-will of Prime Minister Victor
Orban. Such things would have not passed
unnoticed by Brussels in the early 2000s, when
for the first time in its history the EU introduced
sanctions against a member state - Austria. For
several years now, economy and the resolution
of the financial crisis instead stand at the center
of attention. 

The situation is similar in Serbia. The Center for
Euro-Atlantic Studies has repeatedly warned
about catastrophic consequences of the Law on
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Foundations of State Security Services, under
which the secretary of the National Security
Council is to be appointed by the President of
Serbia, rather than the chief of staff of Serbian
President occupying this post automatically as
has previously been the case. The chief of the
Security Information Agency has been fired
after a change of government, even though his
term in office is five years, which is meant to
serve as an additional guarantee ensuring
independence of the work of this institution.
The same happened with the governor of the
Serbian National Bank. All these appointments
incited almost no reaction from Brussels or even
some intellectual circles in Serbia, which
maintain that it is necessary to solve the issue
of kosovo and that this concern, at least for a
short run, should override all other concerns. In
that sense the EU praise of the new Serbian
authorities should be viewed as political rather
than as a praise reflecting a positive assessment
of true and quality reforms undertaken by the
new authorities. 

Instead of a conclusion – 
economy above all

In that sense, the EU ought not to forget that
solidarity is one of the basic tenets on which it
is founded. It emerged as a reaction to human
and physical destruction which was the greatest
precisely in the founding states such as France
and germany and they were also the ones to
reap the greatest benefits of peace, more than
the benefits they expected to gain from
economic and political integration in Europe
(Hix 2007: 157). The deviation from the
proclaimed European values will have far-
reaching consequences for entire Europe. After
world war II, and especially after the fall of the
Berlin wall, the European continent with all its
flaws is still one of the most free regions in the
world. Regardless of differences which exist
among European states, all of them are aware
that they are very dependent on one another
and that a conflict in one of them might easily
have consequences for others. Precisely security
and safety, as well as rule of law and observance
of human rights are true values rather than
merely better living standard (Free Europe,
March 25, 2007). The very fact that no armed

conflict has occured on a EU soil for more than
half a century is a sufficient reason for Serbia,
which in the past 20 years has directly
participated in at least four wars, to wish to join
the Union. However, the promise that Serbia
would give up participation in armed conflicts
with member states is not enough. Once the
issue of kosovo is resolved, a number of other
unresolved issues remain which have to be
tackled. The worst case scenario would be that
criteria for joining the EU should become so low
so that states are admitted in accordance with
political or some other criteria rather than on
the basis of clearly set ones. In that case, the
situations such as the one in greece could
repeat themselves in forthcoming decades.
Namely, greece was admitted in the 1980s
primarily due to the west’s interest to gain
advantage in its conflict with the East by
controlling the Mediterranean, regardless of the
country’s inobservance of clearly set
membership criteria. Another such examples
are Romania and Bulgaria, which have access to
strategically important Black Sea and are
members of NATO. Thus, admission of western
Balkan countries which are unprepared to
become members would cut the EU’s own
throat. 
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The agreement between Prishtina and Belgrade, brokered by the European Union in April 2013 opened the
door to resolution of the status dispute between Serbia and Kosovo and unblocked both countries' path
toward integration in the EU. This unprecedented development was made possible by a re-ignition of a
previously frozen conflict, reactive but consistent German leadership - with strong British and US support -
and political change in Serbia. The Prishtina-Belgrade dialogue holds out the promise as a vehicle which, in
conjunction with bilateral pressure and a tailored EU enlargement process, could ultimately lead towards
full normalization between Kosovo and Serbia. But this is not a done deal yet - as events following the signing
of the agreement in April and an implementation plan in May have demonstrated. Due to developments
since the summer, the process has reached a point at which it could go seriously awry, threatening the hard-
won functionality of the state of Kosovo and the peaceful integration of the majority of Kosovo's Serbs, as
well as perpetuating the status dispute with Serbia. Now is the time to shut down such threats once and for
all. 

In order to get there a number of key steps are necessary in the aftermath of the local elections scheduled
for November: 

• Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States need to be directly engaged in order to prevent
the future dialogue process from veering in the wrong direction 

• They need to state the basic elements of the only acceptable outcome: full sovereignty of Kosovo,
full inclusion of Kosovo Serbs in the state institutions of Kosovo, and full normalization of relations between
Prishtina and Belgrade - i.e., mutual recognition. 

• The joint German-British proposal for the platform for accession talks with Serbia must build the
basis for a medium and long-term strategy.

• Following municipal elections and the implementation of the April agreement, international
attention must focus on ensuring the full withdrawal from Kosovo of Serbian security structures and the
dismantling of Serbian parallel structures 

• Catherine Ashton's office should initiate negotiations for a second Belgrade-Prishtina agreement to
be started in early 2014. Negotiations should concentrate on the dismantling and/or integration of the
remains of Serbian parallel structures (health care, education, pensions, etc.) into Kosovo's institutional
system, as well as on the transformation of Serbia's financial support to Kosovo Serbs. 

• Brussels must enforce a clear division of work within the dialogue between high-level political talks
and working group negotiations over technical details. 

• The EU must confront Kosovo's democratic shortcomings. This must include reform of the electoral
system in 2014 as well as broad external monitoring of the next general elections

• The EU must oppose Prishtina's demands for the closure of EULEX in 2014. Instead it should seize
the moment to streamline the mission and refocus its executive mandate on areas key for the consolidation
of the rule of law in Kosovo. 

CEAS with the permission of the Democratization Policy Council from
Berlin, in whole by the analysis of agreement between Belgrade and
Pristina called „Not Yet a Done Deal: Kosovo and the Prishtina – Bel-
grade Agreement“.
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4 See Bodo weber, “A date for Serbia? Conditionality,
german leadership and Serbia’s path to the EU”, DPC
Policy Paper, June 2013. Available at
http://democratizationpolicy.org/images/policybriefs/se
rbiapolicy.pdf
5DPC conducted over 30 interviews in kosovo in
September-October 2013 with local civil society, political
leaders and officials, and international community
representatives of various stripes

Introduction

The agreement between Prishtina and Belgrade
brokered by the European Union in April 2013,1

along with an implementation plan agreed in
May, opened the door for both countries to
proceed toward EU membership. For Serbia,
this meant negotiations as a candidate. For
kosovo, it meant negotiations for a Stabilization
and Association Agreement. Both were
reflected in the EU's Council conclusions in
June.2

This represented unprecedented progress for
the EU in the ongoing Serbia-kosovo dispute.
Violent unrest in northern kosovo in the
summer of 2011 provided the impetus for a
radical shift. german Chancellor Angela Merkel
reacted to an attack on german kFOR troops by
unequivocally telling Serbian President Boris
Tadić that his country's EU aspirations would be
on hold until there was major progress toward
complete resolution of the kosovo status
dispute. As one interviewee put it, "the german
awakening changed the dynamic."3 Despite
being reactive, this policy was resolute, making
the EU's assumption of the undisputed western
leadership role in kosovo possible. The United
States curtailed its role as the dominant
international player, shifting to a role centered
on backing the EU agenda. germany, with
strong support from the United kingdom,
redefined the terms of the EU's engagement.
The new approach was one of frankness and
firm conditionality. Political change in Belgrade
in 2012 delivered the final necessary ingredient.
The new government, formally led by Socialist
Party leader Ivica Dačić but dominated by
Deputy Prime Minister Aleksandar Vučić and
the Serbian Progressive Party, responded to the
new reality with pragmatism4 4 All these factors
enabled the EU's External Action Service to
broker a deal between Belgrade and Prishtina.

Absent the new firmness from Berlin, the
agreement would never have coalesced. 

Yet the April agreement is far from a done deal.
This policy brief seeks to highlight the difficulties
encountered to date in the implementation of
the agreement, as well as the deal's problematic
elements and dangers. while billed as a great
leap toward resolution of the Serbia-kosovo
dispute, the agreement could well delay the
final reckoning - unless the major western
capitals give it the proper attention and exert
the required pressure.

Pitfalls 

Institutional guarantees to Serbs - potential
threats to Kosovo's functionality

Implementation of the agreement has hit
numerous snags and delays. Several of its
benchmarks have not yet been met, and there
are unresolved issues in interpreting the
agreement's stipulations; this has become a
source of friction between Belgrade and
Prishtina, which has led to still further delays.
Against this background, municipal elections in
the north, to be held concurrently with
elections throughout kosovo on November 3
(with a runoff on December 1), have become
the focus of attention, with most other key
issues stalled until after the elections. This
leaves very little time afterwards to fully
implement the agreement by the end of 2013,
the agreed deadline.

while views among kosovo Albanian opposition
parties on the agreement vary, from embracing
the concept of the dialogue while being
concerned with the details (Democratic League
of kosovo - LDk) to outright rejection
(Vetëvendosje), interlocutors conveyed near
universal criticism and frustration with the
conduct and direction of the process at
present.5 Concessions made by Prishtina and
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6 Interview with kosovo civil society interlocutors,
Prishtina, September 2013.
7 See Nataša Latković, "Serbs in kosovo north
determined not to go to polls on November 3

even under threat to be recalled," Blic Online, August

21, 2013
8

http://www.b92.net/info/vesti/index.php?yyyy=2013
&mm=08&dd=11&nav_id=741603. 

Brussels to Belgrade that deviate from the
existing constitutional order of the Republic of
kosovo and could have negative effects on the
future functionality of the state generate more
concern now among kosovo Albanians and
some foreign observers than they did when the
deal was signed.

Serb-majority municipalities, four north of the
Ibar as well as six south of the river that have
been fully integrated in the Republic of kosovo's
structures, will form a Community of Serb
Municipalities (ZSO) following the election of
new, directly-elected mayors and municipal
assemblies. Police in the north are to be
integrated into the kosovo Police, with a
regional commander selected by the ZSO. This
divides the regional police command foreseen
in kosovo's laws along the Ibar River into a
northern, Serb, and a southern, Albanian,
command. The northern kosovo judiciary would
also become integrated with the kosovo
judiciary, though a subdivision of the state-level
Appellate Court in Prishtina, staffed with a
majority of Serb judges would be part of the
structure. This element has provoked sharp
criticism from many kosovars, who argue that it
undermines the integrity of the judicial system,
including the principle of equality under the
law.6

Bringing Serbia back into Kosovo 

The agreement includes an implicit but central
contradiction that makes many kosovars
anxious, despite 

their recognition it might be a necessary evil: in
order to get Serbs in kosovo, especially in the
north, to cooperate in the implementation of an
agreement that will ultimately lead them
towards integration into the Republic of kosovo,
after they have been told for three decades by
Belgrade that they are an indivisible part of
Serbia, Serbia's engagement in kosovo needs to
increase - for some time. On September 10,
2013, the Serbian government dismissed the
mayors and assemblies in the four northern

municipalities (North Mitrovica, Zubin Potok,
Zvečan, and Leposavić) because of continued
resistance against the April agreement and
mobilization against the elections.7 Belgrade
brought the preparation team for the ZSO under
its control, though the implementation plan
foresees an equal role for Prishtina. Neither of
these moves prompted any discernible reaction
from Prishtina.

Yet the Serbian government's activities to
promote voter turnout in the local elections in
the four northern municipalities - in order to get
legitimate municipal authorities and to prevent
the failure of the April agreement's
implementation - have sparked suspicion about
its true motives. Belgrade assembled a Serb
candidate list for Serb municipalities in the
north and south, mostly from members of Serb
parallel institutions in kosovo. Its promotion as
a joint, single list for Serbs in kosovo prompted
widespread resistance - from other Serb parties
and lists in kosovo, from leading EU member
states including germany, and from the kosovo
government. Under pressure of the Central
Election Commission (CEC) in Prishtina, the list,
initially named "Serbia," was renamed the "Serb
civic initiative" (građanska inicijativa Srpska).

The massive campaigning by Serbian
government officials for the Serb list on kosovo
soil has escalated the conflict with Prishtina and
turned Aleksandar Vulin, the head of the
government office for kosovo and Metohija,
into a lightning rod for kosovo government
officials. Belgrade's campaign comes with a
particular narrative: the elections are about
voting for Serb institutions that for the first time
will be recognized by the international
community; the Belgrade-backed joint list is a
patriotic choice. Vulin has made the most of the
connotations the list's prefix "Srpska" carries,
alluding to the Republika Srpska in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and at some point raising "the
need for a kosovo Dodik."8 In the run-up to the
elections, his office's deputy krstimir Pantić -
who at the same time heads the Serb list and is
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9 http://www.blic.rs/Vesti/Politika/415232/Pantic-
Izbori-moraju-biti-statusno-neutralni.
10 kosovo Serb political figure, October 2013.
11 Interview with western diplomat, Prishtina,
September 2013. 

12 Ibid.
13 Interview with kosovo Serb media figure, October
2013.
14 Interview with kosovo Serb political figure, October
2013. 

running as its mayoral candidate for Mitrovica
north - has raised tensions and insisted that the
ZSO will be an "entity."9

This spin from Belgrade creates confusion,
especially among Serbs in the north. One
interlocutor told DPC that Serbs are "confused,
afraid of Albanians, fearful for loss of their jobs.
There are no loud and clear messages being
sent by Belgrade."10 Fear remains a dominant
factor, fed by a lack of information and a series
of bomb attacks that have taken place since the
beginning of the election campaign. One
interviewee stated that in the north "people are
tired of thugs herding them. They know they're
in deep (trouble). Leaders have tried to
manipulate fear - purveying this fantasy about
a 'second Operation Storm.' They don't have
access to alternative views, so the fear is
genuine, if ill-founded. You have people afraid
to go to Prishtina, gračanica."11 Ironically, only
opponents of the elections, mainly Vojislav
koštunica's Democratic Party of Serbia (DSS),
tell Serbs the full truth - that local elections are
elections within the political system of the
Republic of kosovo and will lead towards
integration of the four municipalities. Smaller
local parties and lists, by contrast, are stressing
purely local topics.

In the south of kosovo, Belgrade's activities
have different, no less disturbing effects. Two-
thirds of kosovo's Serbs reside in six
municipalities (gračanica, Novo Brdo, klokot,
Parteš, Ranilug and štrpce) that are fully
integrated into the Republic of kosovo's
institutional system. They have so far been
predominantly represented by the Free Liberal
Party (SLS) that participates in kosovo's
governing coalition and controls most of the
municipal authorities. Despite the continued
existence of parallel structures funded by
Belgrade (particularly in education and health
care) that remain an important socio-economic
factor, Serbs there have adjusted to the reality
of an independent kosovo state. Now Serbian

officials are telling them that by voting for the
joint list, "Belgrade returns." One observer
noted: "People are confused. They have re-
oriented towards life in kosovo, but they believe
Belgrade, which is telling them 'Serbia is
back'."12 Another Serb interviewee said: "Ninety
percent of Serbs will always listen to Belgrade -
they've accepted living in a independent
kosovo, but they look to Belgrade This April
agreement is returning us to a stage that we
already had passed."13

There is a certain logic behind Serbia's push into
the south - the April agreement was primarily
supposed to integrate the four northern
municipalities into the Republic of kosovo, but
within the future Community of (10) Serb
municipalities, they could have ended up in a
minority position vis-à-vis the six more
populous southern municipalities. Yet this puts
the SLS under enormous pressure - a party that
also owes its existence to the support from
those western countries that stand behind the
April agreement. Its representatives feel
abandoned. One stated: "we Serbs from this
part of the country were betrayed both by the
international community and our domestic
partners in government - the PDk (Party for a
Democratic kosovo)."14 The election campaign
in the south has thus naturally turned into a
battle between the current Serb political
representatives who govern in the Serb-
majority communities of the south and
Belgrade's joint list in which both sides seem to
use their administrative resources to put
pressure on citizens. Aleksandar Vulin has been
blunt on this during a speech at a rally of the
joint list in klokot on October 11 in which he
explained to Serb voters why their material
benefit is in voting for Belgrade's list: "If one
thinks he can sell his vote for a package of
wheat, five liters of oil, one voucher, he needs
to know that he sells the future of his child.
Don't allow yourself to consider a 50 euro
voucher to be of higher value than a 400 euro
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salary from Belgrade listen to your state when
it tells you to vote - get out and vote."15

One interviewee noted in that context that "a
majority of citizens are not fooled by this story
about the 'return of Serbia.' They are mainly
affected by insecurity concerning the
continuation of financing their jobs by
Belgrade."16.

Neither the EU nor the US has confronted
Belgrade over these activities. One EU official
interpreted it as "Belgrade spin necessary to get
out the needed votes in the north", while a
german government official could see "no such
return of Belgrade to kosovo."17 Yet various Serb
interlocutors in the north and south are worried
that developments may have slipped out of the
control of Belgrade leaders, first and foremost
of Serbia's strongman, Aleksandar Vučić. "I think
this is the government's and ruling party's [SNS]
apparatus at work, making use of the situation
by doing what they traditionally do, not a
strategy coming from the top," said one..18

whatever the background, this puts the
international community, with its preoccupation
with voter turnout in the north, in a tight spot

Lack of transparency: necessary evil or source of
future conflict?

Despite the amount of political capital invested
in the Prishtina-Belgrade dialogue, or perhaps
because 

of it, the April agreement and the May
implementation plan, as well as subsequent
agreements between the parties, have not been
published for public inspection. The April
agreement and the May implementation plan,
as well as the agreement on electricity and
telecommunications reached in September,
have been leaked to the media. Only kosovo
authorities have published both the April

agreement and the implementation plan - but
only after they became part of a law passed by
parliament. All other agreements reach the
public only through mostly contradicting
statements by members of the negotiation
teams, leaving citizens, journalists and
opposition members in kosovo confused.

This secrecy extends to member states; they
reportedly receive little information from the
EEAS on the process - the same goes for kFOR19

The standard explanation given by EU officials
when asked about the reason - "These are
bilateral agreements. It's not up to us to publish
them but to the parties"20 - is hardly convincing
in light of the EU's performance in other cases
of "facilitation."21

kosovo's government has kept a tight lid on all
information on the dialogue, including with the
kosovo Parliamentary Assembly. Members
interviewed by DPC noted that they were
presented with the April agreement just hours
before a scheduled vote.22

This approach seems to suit all participants in
the process - the governments of kosovo and
Serbia and the EEAS facilitation team. The EU's
bureaucratic prerogative of maintaining
maximal freedom of maneuver has trumped
transparency regarding an agreement that has
been claimed to be in the public interest of all
concerned. One diplomat posted in Prishtina
expressed sympathy for the secrecy, opining
that the entire process would become
unmanageable if it was inclusive of member
states. "You can't facilitate negotiations if you
have to go to 27 [member states]. It would leak,
but also generate opposition and problems.
You'd get lots of offers to 'help,' etc... So not
much choice but to 'blackbox' it."23 This
argument may be valid as long as it applies to
the negotiating process; but once there is an
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actual agreement, the secrecy loses all
justification.

The lack of transparency not only undermines
public trust in the arrangements, but also opens
space for political spin by all parties.
Furthermore, it enables Belgrade to pursue
tactical advantage on every element of the
agreement. For example, the municipal
elections have been proclaimed "status neutral"
by Serbia, even though they quite obviously are
elections held within the Republic of kosovo
electoral framework.24 Serbia's objection to the
kosovo state emblem on the ballots and ballot
boxes follows this line of reasoning as well, as
did the "Serbia" electoral list.25 The citizens of
kosovo as all other outside observers can only
guess what has been agreed on these as well as
on many other controversial issues.

The non-publication of all the relevant public
agreements is counterproductive for the kosovo
government, which is deeply invested in the
success of the dialogue with Serbia. The lack of
transparency stokes confusion throughout
kosovo - generating fears among kosovo
Albanians, putting wind in the sails of
opponents of the dialogue, and sparking
inflated hopes among Serbs in the north about
the nature of the agreement. The legitimacy
and desirability of the process is coming under
increasing doubt among kosovo Albanians - and
not just from protest parties such as
Vetëvendosje. It similarly generates confusion
in Serbia, although public concern
understandably appears considerably lower
there than in kosovo26 Pressures that result
from the lack of clarity, including attempts to
seek tactical advantage, will ultimately erode
whatever trust has developed, making further
implementation, much less further progress,
more difficult.

The EU's black-box negotiating culture

The EEAS staff dedicated to the Prishtina-
Belgrade dialogue remains quite small, despite
the growing complexity of the agreements
reached, rising from "two and a half" to "seven"
since the signing of the original agreement and
implementation plan.27 The process is overseen
by High Representative Catherine Ashton
herself, along with her envoy for the process,
Fernando gentilini. Both have micromanaged
the negotiation process to an unusually high
degree. The EU's facilitation of negotiations has
involved closed-door talks, in line with common
diplomatic practice. However, several
interviewees took a negative view of the degree
to which gentilini controls the flow of
information from these talks; the interviewees
included EEAS staff and EU officials in kosovo.28

Relevant expertise from within the EU on police
and judiciary matters has only been included in
the dialogue after the two basic documents had
been agreed on in April-May, which produced
avoidable errors that have created problems for
implementation. For example, there are
discrepancies between the judicial elements of
the April agreement and of the May
implementation plan. The latter includes the
formation of basic courts in Serb majority
municipalities29 - a clear violation of kosovo's
constitutionally ordained judicial structure, in
which basic courts are regional courts than span
a number of municipalities."30 "They are total
nonsense from the point of view of judicial
organization," one international official said.31

Implementation of this aspect of the deal has
therefore stalled. A government official told
DPC: "You wouldn't believe what kind of
materially unsubstantiated proposals we
received from the EEAS throughout the
dialogue."32
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The performance of the kosovo government in
the talks also appears have weakened its
negotiation position. Numerous interviewees,
kosovar and foreign, noted that the kosovo
negotiating team regularly comes to the talks
unprepared33 "They need to understand that
they have a say," said one kosovar politician.
"They seem to have a sense that Ashton should
propose, not them."34 The team reportedly
failed to provide input on agenda items; arriving
without briefing materials; and being rather
silent during discussions.35 One interlocutor
interpreted this posture as an expectation that
the EU or other members of the international
community (particularly germany, the US and
the Uk) would protect kosovar interests.36 This
has given the edge to Serbia and induced
Brussels to compromise more than is good for
the EU's policy aims. kosovo officials
interviewed for this policy paper admit that
their negotiating team's position is weaker, but
point to a structural disadvantage - Serbia's
historically stronger bureaucratic tradition. One
of them noted: "Even one of our advisors from
Croatia admitted that every time a Croatian
delegation sits down at the negotiation table
with Belgrade in Brussels, they come out at the
losing end."37

Since the implementation process got
complicated and slowed down during the
summer, one gets the impression that the EU
has failed to draw red lines and Ashton's office
has retreated into a typical EU mode of dialogue
"facilitator." This seems to be rooted in a
structural tilt that characterizes the EU's
negotiation setting: while the dialogue in
Brussels is formally organized as a bilateral
negotiating process with the EEAS in a
traditional facilitating role, it is in fact driven by
german leadership in the EU (supported by the
Uk and the US). Berlin, with its allies, is defining
the general direction, sets the red lines and

undertakes the crucial communication with
Belgrade and Prishtina. But in order to keep this
complicated process running smoothly and to
avoid deviations and backlashes, Berlin would
need to engage in constant micromanagement
at a senior level, which is beyond Berlin's
capacities, as a government official conceded in
a conversation with DPC.38

Another problem linked to this tilt is the regular
intermingling of the high-level political dialogue
and technical negotiations on details as
highlighted by one European official: "The way
the EU is running this process is not good. The
whole point of 'each side will regulate under its
own laws' was to not have to talk about all this
[detail]."39 The interviewee added that this
approach was a "systemic mistake." "On many
issues we should simply define the red lines,
declare the issue of kosovo's statehood over,
and let the delegations negotiate over sorting
out the technical details. Instead, we get stuck
in technical discussions that then are brought to
the table to be solved by prime ministers
meeting in Brussels."40

The amnesty law

One of the requirements set down in the April
agreement was an amnesty for those who had
broken 

kosovo's laws in the north. It was the norm not
to pay utility bills, for example. The logic of
removing this impediment to the integration of
the north with the rest of kosovo was clear. But
the stipulation was exploited by the
government for its own purposes and was
initially drafted to be far more inclusive than
was required by the agreement. The effect
would have been to amnesty serious crimes
throughout kosovo. The ruling party, the Party
for a Democratic kosovo (PDk), was catering to
members and backers who would benefit from
this amnesty, including nine serving mayors.
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Much of kosovo's opposition would benefit,
too.41

The EU and rest of the international community
was thereby put "in a lousy position" that
"threatened the dialogue," according to an
interviewee. One diplomat noted "The problem
is that it's rushed. Amnesty for all of kosovo -
we created a rod [to beat] our own backs with
that. The initial draft was pretty pernicious. So
there was controversy. It is a very tricky area."
Our interlocutor continued: "EU lawyers were
part of a very rushed process on the first draft,"
but were unaware that government figures
were "packing it." The Ambassador of the
Netherlands objected to the first draft; others
reportedly joined him. The EU assessment of
the law was done "in real time," according to
one interlocutor, but no written version of the
assessment could be obtained - no interlocutors
were said to have seen it.42 But in general the
international reaction was indulgent of what
was regarded as a potential great step backward
for rule of law in kosovo, since implementation
of the April agreement was such an
overwhelming policy priority. "You can't go into
conflict with your local interlocutors too much,"
one interviewee admitted.43 Another added
"there is no point in bashing the government
publicly."44

The draft failed in parliament. A second draft,
also reviewed by EU lawyers, was seen to be a
significant improvement, narrowing the scope
for exploitation by adding the condition that
only those who were engaged in an act of
rebellion were eligible. But while some
interlocutors viewed it as "way more
satisfactory," they acknowledged "there are still
problems."45

The display of international unwillingness to
openly confront what all acknowledged was a
bad draft law was hardly reassuring to those
who expected a greater western commitment
to defending its stated principles. This

experience deepened the growing
disenchantment with the international
community, and the EU in particular, felt by
much of kosovo Albanian civil society.

what next?

Integration of the north - unfinished business 

The implementation of the agreements remains
burdened with uncertainty, as does the future
trajectory of the negotiations between Prishtina
and Belgrade. The municipal election process
will wrap up in early December. Municipal
governments - and the ZSO - will be formed in
early 2014. One interviewee stated outright in
September that the implementation of the April
agreement by December 31, 2013, as agreed, is
simply not feasible.46

The shape and nature of the ZSO remains very
much in question. The police and judicial
structures in the north will only become
functional by the end of 2013 - and this is an
optimistic scenario. The implementation plan
also includes other deadlines running through
the end of 2013 though actual implementation
has lagged consistently. Nevertheless, at the
end of December, the EU is scheduled to decide
on a date for opening accession talks with
Serbia.

Even in the event that all these elements are
fully implemented on time, a considerable
infrastructure of "parallel structures" will
remain in kosovo. These structures include
education, health care, and other conduits for
financing from Belgrade. There are thousands
of kosovo Serbs in parallel municipal
administrations and phantom agencies both in
the north and the south who are essentially
paid salaries for non-work. Many of them have
no prospect of finding any other "job." This
presents a huge social problem that can easily
be turned into a political one. No transition plan

41 Interview with kosovar media figure, Prishtina,
September 2013. 
42 Interviews with western diplomats and officials,
Prishtina, September 2013. 
43 Interview with European officials, Prishtina,
September 2013

44 Interview with western diplomat, Prishtina,
September 2013. 
45 Interview with European diplomats, Prishtina,
September 2013.
46 Interview with European diplomat, Berlin,

September 2013
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is currently in sight.47 In addition, numerous
businesses remain registered in northern
kosovo, which has existed effectively outside
the law of either kosovo or Serbia and become
a haven for smuggling and other varieties of
organized crime. Measures to address all these
matters have yet to be proposed, let alone
agreed.

But it is expected that the ZSO will be
dominated by the north, despite a greater
number of more populous Serb-majority
municipalities in the south.48 One potential
action that would prove particularly
problematic is the transfer of Serbia's extensive
and unresolved property claims throughout
kosovo (e.g., beyond its 10 member
municipalities) to the ZSO. This idea has been
mooted, according to a number of
interviewees.49 In addition, some fear that the
ambiguities will be exploited for the ZSO to
make a power grab in kosovo. As one put it,
"Belgrade will prepare the local Serbs to say
'whatever is not explicit is the ZSO's
competence.”50 If either or both of these
possibilities were to be realized, this would fulfill
the dark fears of the ZSO becoming an "entity,"
like the Republika Srpska in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.

Questions about the police and judicial sectors
also abound. The police in the north have yet to
be integrated into the kosovo Police.51 The
effectiveness of the police in the north is also in
question;manpower is low and an attempt to
arrest a criminal has been seen off by crowds.52

The challenge posed by organized crime and
radical political actors in the north is
considerable. "You've got organized crime

structures, security structures, radical political
groups, the DSS-SRS, extremist organizations
like 'Obraz' and 'Naši,' etc. - they are linked
through money," according to one local
interviewee.53 It is far from clear how or when
this will be addressed.

Confronting Kosovo's democracy gap

while kosovo is rightly categorized as one of the
forward-moving countries in the western
Balkans (together with Montenegro and Serbia)
by MEP Jelko kacin, many interviewees
questioned whether this assertion was built on
a firm foundation. "There are no putative
statesmen, nobody with vision, nobody with a
coherent idea of where kosovo fits in within the
region," as one put it.54 

The ongoing Prishtina-Belgrade dialogue has
crowded out all the other issues facing kosovo.
These issues include a lack of democratic and
electoral transparency, leading to a widespread
distrust of the political process.55 Electoral fraud
in 2010 led to an interparty agreement for
electoral reform, witnessed by then-US
Ambassador Christopher Dell.56 This deal was
never realized, deepening already pronounced
political distrust and popular lack of faith in
politics. The 2010 election experience led to
deeper international attention to the upcoming
municipal elections. As one European official
stated, "there are problems in the system as
such... we need electoral reform to fix systemic
deficiencies."57 The EU will field a mission of 100
observers statewide, though some interviewees
thought this number too low.58 Political parties
will field numerous partisan observers. Some
interlocutors stated that there was a potential
for violence should the electoral process be

47 Interviews with Serb interlocutors in the south and
north and with western diplomats, kosovo, October
2013.  
48 Interview with kosovar official, Prishtina, September
2013
49 Interviews with European officials, Prishtina,
September 2013. 
50 Interview with European diplomat, Prishtina,
September 2013
51 Interview with western diplomat, Prishtina,
September 2013. 
52 Ibid and interview with international officials,
Prishtina, October 2013.

53 Interview with kosovo Serb political figure, October
2013. 
54 Interview with kosovo civil society figure, Prishtina,
September 2013.
55 Interviews with civil society, media, and political
figures and western diplomats and officials in
Prishtina, September-October 2013. 
56 Interviews with civil society and political figures,
Prishtina, September 2013. 
57 Interview with European officials, Prishtina,
September 2013. 
58 Interview with western diplomat, Prishtina,
September 2013. 
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seen as unfair or otherwise not credible.59 The
general elections of 2014 will undoubtedly be
affected by the conduct of the local elections,
as will the prospects for substantive electoral
reform.

In addition, kosovo suffers from systemic
corruption (as do its neighbors).60 As one
opposition politician told the authors, "the
problem with government is governance -
corruption, links with organized crime,
unemployment. This is their weakness. They
really mismanaged. The north isn't the real
problem. we can make it a disaster. It doesn't
have to be."61 He added that "decisions are
made outside the official structures; the
decision-makers are not in the system. The only
exception in the prime minister himself... The
government are just implementers."62 Even
government officials openly admit that "rule of
law, organized crime and public administration"
are "the most problematic reform areas."63 The
government's performance on the amnesty law,
along with demands for the closure of EULEX in
2014, hasn't served Prishtina's democratic
image with its western allies - it has disturbed
Berlin as much as other western capitals.64 The
economy is in dire condition and its condition is
worsening, dependent on remittances and
commercial trade; there is little production to
speak of. "Services, diaspora - that's the
economy. They send us less and less. Only
companies that do trade are making money -
supermarkets and so on. Very low production,
a little agriculture," one interlocutor
summarized.65 The level of perceived (and
experienced) corruption repels foreign
investment, including by the diaspora.66

Securing continuity of EU leadership and policy

The EU's political calendar for 2014 includes
significant events as well. Elections to the

European Parliament will be held in May. How
much the European Commission will be able to
accomplish as a lame duck, prior to a new
Commission taking office in October, remains
unclear. The question of EU enlargement, which
has already provoked debate and strong
resistance in many member states, remains
open. Some member state parliamentarians
have even questioned the need for an
Enlargement Commissioner and Directorate
general, given the lack of appetite for further
expansion of the Union following Croatia's
accession in July 2013. Also, Ashton's tenure as
High Representative for the Common Foreign
and Security Policy will come to an end. "I sense
we need to get the April 19 deal implemented
while Ashton is still in. The Balkans is not sexy
and who knows if we can get the attention
again," one interviewee stated.67 Another local
observer said "(the EU) are fixated on making
Ashton successful. They don't care about
kosovo stability. This generates tensions. It has
long-term implications. All of this is based on
short-term priorities."68All these factors press
the EEAS to try to drive the Prishtina-Belgrade
dialogue forward as quickly as possible prior to
the EP elections, correspondingly de-
emphasizing problems along the way for the
sake of "momentum." what more can be
implemented - and agreed - prior to May
remains to be seen.

germany and Britain, in a recent joint non-
paper,69 list a number of necessary endpoints for
the kosovo- Serbia dialogue and the EU's
approach to the two countries through the
accession process. These include the following
elements:

• "Full normalization" guaranteed by the
end of the accession process; 

• Conditionality on normalization must be

59 Interview with kosovar political figure, Prishtina,
September 2013.
60 Interview with kosovar officials, political and civil
society figures, September 2013.  
61 Interview with kosovar political figure, Prishtina,
September 2013. 
62 Ibid.
63 Interview with kosovar official, Prishtina, September
2013. 
64 Interviews with german and other western
diplomats, September-October 2013 

65 Interview with kosovar economist, Prishtina,

September 2013
66 Interview kosovar political figure, Prishtina, October
2013. 
67 Interview with western diplomat, Prishtina,
September 2013. 
68 Interview with kosovo civil society interlocutors,
Prishtina, September 2013
69 Joint german-British untitled and undated non-
paper obtained by DPC in October 2013
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hardwired through each chapter
negotiation, including through relevant
chapter opening/closing benchmarks; 

• Chapter 35 will lock in Serbia's overall
progress towards full normalization, across
the board and throughout its negotiations;

• A watertight, binding mechanism to
prevent either kosovo or Serbia blocking the
other's EU path (likely taking legal form in
Serbia's accession treaty);

• A strong role in the process for
EEAS/HR. 

Clearly, Berlin and London envision a detailed
and robust set of criteria for both countries.
Among these is a proposal, jointly agreed with
Enlargement Commissioner štefan Füle, to add
all kosovo-related issues to Chapter 35 of
Serbia's EU accession negotiations.70 In their
view, the endpoint of the Serbian accession
talks will have to be the "full normalization" of
Belgrade's relations with Prishtina. given the
strong support both Berlin and London have
given kosovo's independence and sovereignty,
this can only mean recognition by Serbia. Since
joining the Union requires the unanimous
backing of existing member states, Serbia will
have to accept kosovo's independence in the
end. what is far from clear is whether the EU
institutions or the full panoply of member
states, including the five non-recognizers, have
arrived at a similar strategic assessment, much
less devised a strategy of how to get there. In
any case, this outlined approach is a highly
sophisticated enterprise never before
undertaken in the history of the European
Union's enlargement policy.

Conclusion and recommendations 

The Prishtina-Belgrade dialogue holds promise
as a vehicle that, in conjunction with bilateral
pressure and a tailored EU enlargement
process, can ultimately lead to full
normalization between kosovo and Serbia. This

would benefit all of kosovo's citizens, Albanian
and Serb alike. It would also be to Serbia's
benefit. But the process is presently at a point
at which it could go seriously awry, threatening
the hard- won functionality of the state of
kosovo, the continued integration of the
majority of kosovo's Serbs, and the indefinite
perpetuation of the status dispute with Serbia.
Now is the time to definitively foreclose this
negative potential. 

International credibility is collectively suffering
from a sense that form is trumping substance in
implementation of the April agreement and
pursuit of the dialogue. Strong leadership by
germany, the United kingdom and the United
States is essential to preventing the process
from veering off course. These countries need
to jointly proclaim that the only acceptable
outcome of the process includes some basic
elements:

• Full sovereignty for kosovo (e.g., no
impediments to its functionality);

• Full inclusion of kosovo Serbs - south
and north of the Ibar - must be articulated
at the legislative and executive levels;

• Full normalization of the relationship
between Prishtina and Belgrade. This means
mutual recognition.

Berlin, London and washington should work to
get the two other members of the "Quint,"
France and Italy, to align with this firm policy, 71,
as well as many other EU member states as
possible. This would reduce the potential for a
process-fetishistic and opaque EEAS to define
the policy bureaucratically.

A medium and long-term strategy must be
designed to achieve these goals. The EU
membership aspirations of both Serbia and
kosovo must be tied to these strategic goals.
Chapter 35 in the EC's negotiations with Serbia
must be the vehicle for this; it must be
interpreted expansively and packed with all the
elements that must be resolved between

71 One interlocutor characterized the French and
Italian positions as "let's not be difficult on
conditionality for Serbia." Interview with western
diplomat, Prishtina, September 2013.

70 Interview with European official, Prishtina,
September 2013.
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kosovo and Serbia. Only with clear and firm red
lines can the EU avoid importing this political
and territorial dispute.

Essential to success is the more immediate
concern of how to ensure full Serbian
withdrawal from kosovo following the
municipal elections, in which it is deeply
invested and engaged. Leaving in place Serbia's
ability to interfere with the functioning of the
Republic of kosovo will destroy the already
tenuous credibility of the dialogue process with
kosovo Albanians. It will also cripple the
evolution of a truly integrated kosovo, which
must include empowered kosovo Serbs. 

Ashton's office should initiate a new round of
negotiations for a second Belgrade-Prishtina
agreement in early 2014. Negotiations should
concentrate on the dismantling or integration of
the remains of Serbian parallel structures in
kosovo (health care, education, pensions, etc.)
and the transition of Serbia's financing of Serb
institutions in kosovo into a transparently
organized form of financial support. 

In its "facilitating" role, Brussels must define and
maintain a clear division of labor within the
dialogue between high-level political dialogue
and working group negotiations over technical
details. 

kosovo's shortcomings in the realm of
democratic practice, corruption and rule of law
have already weakened its hand in negotiations
with Serbia and the EEAS; unless remediated,
they will threaten the functionality of the
country's governance. Pervasive external
monitoring of the 2013 municipal elections and
the 2014 general elections is essential, as is
credible domestic non-partisan election
observation. 

The EU must resist Prishtina's demand for the
closure of EULEX in June 2014. Instead it must

seize the moment to refocus the mission on key
areas to consolidate the rule of law in kosovo.
This must be combined with an exit strategy
embedded into the Union's EU integration
policy strategy for kosovo. 

The refusal of the EU and its member states to
explicitly require Serbia's acceptance of kosovo
independence until now has only fed false
hopes in Serbia in the 13 years since its
democratic transition. If the rationale was that
this would become easier with time, this has
been proven false. Nor has it been good for
Serbia; Serbia's political elites have been
provided with a handy issue to attempt
avoidance of political responsibility on harder
problems - such as the teetering economy and
rule of law. with their recent non-paper,
germany and Britain appear to be committed to
finally remediating this policy gap, a very
welcome development. Yet sufficient attention
must be paid to the dialogue process by these
key member states (and hopefully others), as
well as the United States, to ensure that it is not
exploited either tactically or strategically by
Serbia to gain by bureaucratic maneuver what
it could not retain by force - an ability to steer
events in kosovo. It must finally be made clear
that its European vocation has foreclosed that
option forever.
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The first Belgrade NATO week within the project
30 FUTURE YOUNg EXPERTS ON NATO,
organized by the Center for Euro-Atlantic
Studies from Belgrade (CEAS)*, funded by the
NATO Public Diplomacy Division and with the
logistical support of the Embassy of the Republic
of Slovakia, was successfully completed on
Thursday, December 5.

Following an intense application process,
acceptance and review of applications,
candidates for the project were chosen, mainly
already acting party officials, from youth wings
of all parliamentary parties in Serbia, with the
exception of the Democratic Party of Serbia
which did not wish to take part, but with the
participation of two newly established political
parties which we believe will have influence on
the Serbian political scene. The aim of this
program is not to open a debate for or against
Serbia’s NATO membership, as this is not
something that one civil society organization
can do on its own. Such a campaign can only be
initiated by the government, or a wide citizen-

opposition bloc, which is not the case in Serbia.
Nevertheless, CEAS believes that Serbian
citizens have the right to be better informed on
developments in the region, on NATO, and on
Serbia’s relations with NATO.

The idea of this program is to have young,
formally politically engaged citizens of Serbia
multiply the knowledge and skills which they
will acquire through participation in our
program, for which we hope will become
regular and perennial, in their respective
parties, the local community and the media.
Our aim is to equip them to be the bearers of
responsible information-sharing in the Serbian
public on topics which can, later, help citizens in
independent political decision-making based on
relevant information. This of course refers to the
issue of what NATO is and how it operates, but
does not stop there, as the topics spread further
into considering the challenges that NATO is
faced with within the organization itself as well
as in its regional and global environment, what
is happening with the EU Common Security and

CEAS REPORT FROm ThE FIRST BELGRADE NATO wEEk  
DECEmBER 3 – 6, 2013
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Defense Policy, what are its transformative
capabilities in terms of security sector reform,
what is the dynamic of relations between NATO
and EU CSDP, what sort of debates are being led
in NATO and EU Member States on the missions
in which these two organizations take or do not
take part in, the future of these organizations,
what are the institutional relations of NATO with
other global organizations such as the UN,
regional organizations such as OSCE, and
supranational ones such as the EU, with specific
countries such as Russia and China, what are
NATO’s strategic goals, how are these realized,
what is happening with the enlargement policy,
what will be the topic of future Summits, etc.

The first Belgrade NATO week was opened by
Jelena Milić, CEAS Director and Miloš
kuzmanović, Resurs Center Stari grad Director.
NATO week students, young experts and
members of political party youth organizations
including SNS, SPS, DS, URS, LDP, LSV, SDPS,
SDU, Nova Stranka and Aktivna Srbija, were
then addressed by Matthew Palmer, Political
Counselor at the Embassy of the United States
of America, opening a very lively debate.

Following the official opening ceremony, the
first panel began, dealing with topics such as
Serbia’s strategic documents, primarily the
National Defense Strategy and the National
Security Strategy; the notion of a link between
transitional justice and security sector reform;
as well as the challenges of Serbian military
neutrality. The panelists included Sanja
Mešanović, CEAS Expert, Marijana Toma,
Humanitarian Law Center Deputy Executive
Director and Igor Novaković from the ISAC Fund.

Afterwards a reception was organized at the
Embassy of the Republic of Slovakia, which is
currently the NATO Contact Point Embassy in
Serbia, where the participants were greeted by
the Deputy Head of Mission at the Slovak
Embassy, Rastislav kostilnik. The second panel
gave the Belgrade NATO week participants the
opportunity to hear about the experiences of
other countries in cooperation and/or
membership in NATO and the notion of military
neutrality, which was openly discussed by the

Military Attaché of the Royal Swedish Embassy
Thomas klementsson, Deputy Head of Mission
of the Austrian Embassy wolfgang wagner,
representative of the Turskih Embassy Cem
Ornekol, Military Attaché of the Royal
Norwegian Embassy Esben Aass and the
Political Secretary & Head of Press and Culture
at the Royal Netherlands Embassy Douwe
Buzeman. The panel was moderated by Mr.
kostilnik.

The third panel dealt with the potentials of new
dynamics in relations between Serbia and NATO
and uncomfortable questions from the past
experiences between these two actors, which is
a practice encouraged by CEAS due to the belief
that there is a unique history shared between
Serbia and NATO which should not be pushed
under the rug, but should be intensely learned
from. The panel opened topics such as Serbia’s
energy security, looking at its relations with
Russia; the relation between the status of
kosovo and the NATO bombing; as well as the
ways in which the Serbian media report on
NATO-Serbia relations. Participants had an
opportunity to hear a variety of different
arguments and opinions from Jasminka Simić,
PhD in Political Science, Sonja Biserko, Helsinki
Committee for Human Rights in Serbia
President, Blagoje grahovac, retired air force
general and geopolitical Analyst, Predrag Simić,
Faculty of Political Science at the Belgrade
University Professor, Dušan Janjić, founder and
Director of the Forum for Ethnic Relations and
President of the Aktivna Srbija political party, as
well as Ratko Femić, journalist of the New
Magazin weekly , who acted as panelists.

The panels at the Embassy of the Republic of
Slovakia were also open for the public and were
therefore attended by representatives of other
embassies, including the First Secretary of the
Embassy of Russia, Mihail kruglov, as well as
representatives of international organizations
and the civil society.

The second day of the Belgrade NATO week saw
organized visits to different state institutions in
which the process of Serbia’s cooperation with
NATO and accession to the EU is created and



implemented. Dragan šormaz, member of the
Parliamentary Committee for Defense and
Internal Affairs and member of the Delegation
at the NATO Parliamentary Assembly held a
lecture with special focus on the problem of
hooligans and the need for reform in the
Ministry of Interior. Nataša Vučković, President
of the Parliamentary Committee for European
Integration, who welcomed the participants at
the National Parliament of Republic of Serbia
building, explained in her presentation the role
of certain parliamentary committees in different
forms of cooperation with NATO, the EU and
other organizations, and presented the Draft
Parliamentary Resolution on the role of the
Parliament in the process of negotiation with
the EU.

At the Ministry of Foreign Affairs the
participants were given basic information on
Serbia’s activities within the Partnership for
Peace (PfP) framework and developments
concerning the Individual Partnership Action
Plan (IPAP) and the Planning and Review Process
(PARP), presented by Ambassador Miomir
Udovički, Assistant Minister at the Sector for
Security Policy at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Lieutenant Colonel Bojan Stanojevic from the
Department for Multilateral Cooperation at the
Ministry of Defense. Dijana Ivančić, Head of the
Department for NATO and PfP at the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs briefed the participants on the
main activities of her Department, paying
special attention to the main topics with which
the forthcoming NATO Summit in great Britain
will deal with. Milan Milutinović, Adviser at the
Department for Defense Policy at the Ministry
of Defense, held a brief lecture on the joint
activities of the Ministry of Defense and NATO
in the fight against corruption.

The Italian Brigadier general Ornelo Baron,
Chief of NATO Military Liaison Office in Serbia,
held a detailed lecture, providing the
participants with basic information on the role
and activities of the NATO MLO, NATO presence
in the region and aspects of cooperation
between Serbia and NATO.

On the last day of the first Belgrade NATO week
Sanja Mešanović gave a lecture on the
development and priorities of the EU Common
Security and Defense Policy, as well as the
expectations of the forthcoming EU Summit in
Vilnius.

Jelena Milić, CEAS Director, after briefing the
participants on CEAS’s work in more detail, held
a lecture on the doctrine of Responsibility to
Protect (RtoP) and the main activities of the
International Coalition on Responsibility to
Protect, where CEAS is the only member coming
from the region of South-East Europe.
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Over the time scheduled for informing the
participants on other CEAS activities and
additional sources of information on NATO, the
participants were then introduced to the online
think tank Atlantic Community and a framework
for future cooperation was agreed. The
Belgrade NATO week was closed with a
workshop which saw the participants divided
into four groups each advocating for a different
hypothetical position which Serbia should
adopt: full NATO membership, accession to the
Collective Security Treaty Organization, military
neutrality and formal non-alignment with close
cooperation with NATO. The participants were
also given a brief training on the basic skills of
public speaking.

In an informal round table, the participants
were addressed by Vladimir Barović, historian
and Faculty of Philosophy at the University of
Novi Sad Professor, a partner on the project
„Strengthening debate skill and promoting
democratic values among the youth“, which
CEAS is implementing as a smaller partner to
M.E.S.A. 10 from Slovakia and supported by the
National Endowment for Democracy. Mr.
Barović was one of the coordinators on the
program, preparing students at the Faculty of
Philosophy at the University of Novi Sad for
debates with fellow students from Slovakia on
topics related to NATO.

The first Belgrade NATO week was officially
closed with an award ceremony for the
participants.

we sincerely hope that the Belgrade NATO
week will become an annual event for sector
and interdisciplinary analysis of current global,
security, defense and energy issues with which
the region of the western Balkans, the EU and
NATO are faced with.

Although the entire event was publicized to the
media, and part of the activities was even open
to the media, it did not receive adequate media
attention. On the other hand, a series of
inaccuracies were featured on social networks,
encompassing strong disqualifications and
intimidation of both the organizers and
participants.

http://srbin.info/2013/12/08/prodana-srbija-
mi-volimo-nato-i-nato-voli-nas/

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=61
3265162086702&set=a.266123066800915.633
73.157575540989002&type=1&theater

https://m.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2468
37232146316&set=a.128292267334147.28736.
115251475304893&type=1&theater

This will, of course, not hinder our future work.

we thank all participant of the first Belgrade
NATO week and look forward to our future
cooperation. we thank the NATO Public
Diplomacy Division for the financial and the
Embassy of the Republic of Slovakia the
logistical support, as well as representatives of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of
Defense, as well as colleagues from the National
Assembly. Visits of and lectures in these
institutions were for the majority of participants
a new and valuable experience. we especially
thank our colleagues from partner civil
organizations who responded to our call which
came at relatively short notice and held lectures
for our participants from angles which are
seldom found at this type of think tank and NgO
programs, accurately and uncompromising
polemic. The report from the Belgrade NATO
week is also available at the CEAS website in the
CEAS News, section and photos from the event
will soon be available at the CEAS gallery.

Belgrade, December 6, 2013

Jelena Milić Miloš kuzmanović
CEAS Direcor RCSg Director

*The realization of the project was supposed to
see more intense participation of a smaller
partner organization which was also an
applicant, Resurs Center Stari Grad from
Belgrade, but due to changes in the schedule
and other reasons, its role was considerably
smaller.
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http://ceas-serbia.org/root/index.php/sr/galerija
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The Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies – CEAS is an independent,
atheist, socially oriented left liberal think-tank organisation, founded
in 2007 in Belgrade. with its high quality research work CEAS
generates precise analysis in the field of foreign, security and
defence policy of the Republic of Serbia. Simultaneously, CEAS
publicly promotes innovative, applicable recommendations and
creates practical policy whose aims are:

- Strengthening of the socially oriented, left liberal 

democracy in Serbia *

- Adopting the principle of precedence of individual over
collective rights, without disregard for the rights which
individuals can only achieve through collective action

- Development of the of the concept of transitional justice and
the establishment of mechanisms for its enforcement in the
western Balkans region, exchange of positive experiences,
emphasising the importance of mechanisms of transitional
justice for a successful security sector reform in post-conflict
societies in transition towards democracy

- Acceleration of the processes of Serbian EU integration and
strengthening of its capacities for confronting global challenges
through collective international action

- Strengthening cooperation with NATO and advocacy for
Serbian Atlantic integration 

- Strengthening a secular state principle and promoting an
atheistic understanding of the world

- Contributing to the erection and preservation of a more open,
safe, prosperous and cooperative international order, founded
on the principles of smart globalisation and equitable
sustainable development and the international norm of
‘Responsibility to Protect’

CEAS fulfils the mentioned activities through various projects
assorted in four permanent programmes:

- Advocacy for Serbian Euro-Atlantic Integration;

- Security Sector Reform in Serbia;

- Transitional justice;Liberalism, globalisation, International
Relations and Human Right..

CEAS is an active member of the REkOM coalition which gathers
more than 1,800 civil society organisations, individuals from all the

countries stemming from the breakup of former SFRY. Among them
are also missing persons’ parental and family societies, veterans,
news reporters, representatives of minority ethnic communities,
organisations for the protection of human rights, etc. The REkOM
coalition suggests that governments (or states) establish REkOM, an
independent, inter-state Regional Commission for the
Establishment of Facts on all the victims of war crimes and other
heavy human rights violations undertaken on the territory of the
former SFRY in the period 1991-2001.

During 2012 CEAS became an associate member of the international
association of expert non-governmental organisations (think-tanks)
from Europe and Central Asia – PASOS, which supports the erection
and functioning of an open society, especially in relation to issues
of political and economic transition, democratisation and human
rights, opening up of the economy and good public governance,
sustainable development and international cooperation. PASOS
now has 40 full and 10 associate members, amongst which is the
prestigious European Council on Foreign Relations from London-
ECFR, and, until now, only the Belgrade Centre for Security Policy
-BCBP, from the non-governmental sector in Serbia. 

During the same year, the Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies 

became the first civil society organisation from the region of South-
Eastern Europe to join the International Coalition for the
Responsibility to Protect – ICRtoP as a full member. The coalition
brings together non-governmental organisations from all over the
world to collectively strengthen normative consensus for the
doctrine of Responsibility to Protect (RtoP), with the aim of better
understanding the norm, pushing for strengthened capacities of the
international community to prevent and halt genocide, war crimes,
ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity and mobilise the non-
governmental sector to push for action to save lives in RtoP
country-specific situations. Among the prominent members of the
Coalition are organisation such as the Human Rights watch -HRw
and the International Crisis group - ICg

In April 2013 CEAS became the first civil society organization in
Serbia to join the Commission of Associations of the Serbian
Chamber of Commerce for Public-Private Partnership in the Serbian
Security Sector. The Commission encompasses, among
representatives of private security companies, representatives of
the Ministry of Interior, as well as other state bodies and institutions
who are, through taking care of state administration, also
responsible for cooperation between the public and private security
sector.

In September 2013 CEAS became a member of the Sectorial Civic
Society Organizations – SEkO, for the rule of law sector. The program
of cooperation with civil society in the planning of development
assistance of the Office for Cooperation with Civil Society, especially
the programming and monitoring of the use of the IPA in 2011.
predicted the formation of a consultative mechanism with CSOs
seeing the Sectorial Civic Society Organizations (SEkO) as the key
stakeholder. The Sectoral Civil Society Organization is a consortium
of civil society organizations of no more than three partners of
which one is the lead partner

* Social liberalism claims that society needs to
protect freedoms and equal opportunities for all
citizens and encourage mutual cooperation
between government and market institutions
through a liberal system. Social liberalism agrees
that some limitations placed upon economic affairs
are needed, such as anti-monopoly laws in the fight
against economic monopoly, regulatory bodies or
legislation concerning minimum pay. Soial liberals
believe that governments can (or must) cater for
the comfort, health protection and education
through revenue gained from taxes, so to enable
the best use of the populations’ talent.
Furthermore, liberal-socialism fights against
extreme formsof capitalism and communism. It
also vows for calmer anticlericalism and religious
freedom..
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